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Introduction
This is perhaps the most important work I have yet created or will ever
create during the course of my internet marketing career. It will equally
prove to be the most important information piece you may ever read as it
will serve as the gateway to your ability to generate a substantial income
online if you follow the suggestions and instructions contained herein.
You will want to pay very close attention to the content of the following
pages. Therefore, I recommend that you grab a cup of coffee, turn off
the telephone ringer, and lock the kids out of the room for some quiet
time. Then sit back and absorb the methods that I will outline in this
eBook - the very same methods you have been searching for which will
empower you to overcome the obstacles presently keeping you from
generating a substantial, quit-your-day-job kind of income, both quickly
and efficiently.
The secrets to your successful generation of income with the
1 Step System will be revealed in the following pages of this eBook, so
please, for your own financial sake, take this information very seriously.
Some of the information in this eBook may not be comfortable for you to
read. However, if you are to make real money online, it is critical that you
understand the truth about internet income generation, and eliminate all
of the myths from your belief system that you may have been fed thus
far in your quest for internet success. Having knowledge of anything less
than the truth will only serve to put you in bankruptcy court in the blink
of an eye, and I believe that this will become apparent to you as you read
the following pages.
Before I dive headlong into the secrets of my success that I will present
to you in this eBook, I first want to share with you just a little about
myself and my background. I feel that this is necessary so that you can
get a good feel for who I am, where I have been, what I have
accomplished, and most importantly, HOW I have made those
accomplishments.
I don’t mean to give you a “sermon” from my “soap box.” That is the last
thing I mean to impress upon you with writing this eBook. But what I do
want you to understand is that I have personally taken some very hard
and costly knocks throughout the course of building my own internet
business, and the things that I share with you are firmly grounded in and
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supported by my own experience. Because I attended the “internet
marketing school of hard knocks,” YOU don’t have to.
My sole purpose in sharing this information with you is to clearly establish
for you, the reader of this eBook, that it really makes no difference
whatsoever if you are a ditch digger or the President of the United
States… online success WILL be yours if you have a willingness to learn a
few simple techniques that have been time tested and proven to create
wealth for those who apply them.
Nothing contained in the pages of this eBook can possibly be equated to
“rocket science” and anyone who is willing to utilize a very simple system
and implement simple strategies will profit beyond their wildest dreams.
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About The Author
Okay, I will try to keep this brief…
I am 33-years-old and I live in Vancouver, Washington. I began my quest
for internet marketing success in August, 2004, after walking away from
my 14-year long career to be home full-time with my kids.
I am married with two darling teenagers (is that an oxymoron or
what? ☺); a son, 16 and a daughter, 13. I also have an adult step-son
and a beautiful 2-year-old grandson (by marriage.)
I have dedicated the past 18-months of my life to the creation and
development of my internet e-Publishing business. A few of my works
include:

www.BossRecoveryClinic.com

www.RealNetMarketing.com
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www.SuperCashFlowSecrets.com

www.InfiniteWebTraffic.com

In October, 2005, I was featured by the International Association of
Home Business Entrepreneurs (www.IAHBE.org) as one of their
“Profiles in Success.” You can go here to read that feature if you like:
http://www.iahbe.org/FreeContent/1005StephanieWoolf.jsp
I was recently one of the five (5) individuals worldwide chosen by a well
known “internet great” to promote his income generation system, and on
December 10, 2005, I was flown in first-class, all expenses paid, to sunny
Orange County, California, where (in a breath-taking mansion worth in
excess of $5 Million) I recorded a television infomercial with The Rich Jerk
himself (www.TheRichJerk.com) which is scheduled to air on national
television in late April, 2006.
Talk about your interesting experience! What a crazy day that was… I’m
fairly certain that I was the oldest person on the set, surrounded by a
bunch of sun-bleached, golden-tanned, twenty-something multimillionaires. It was almost eerie, but a rewarding experience nonetheless.
I have written a total of eleven (11) eBooks, participated in numerous
joint ventures with top internet marketing experts, and my internet
enterprise consists of a total of eighteen (18) websites.
At this point, you are probably thinking, “Well, that’s all fine and great,
Stephanie. Just dandy. Congratulations on your tremendous success.
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Good for you. I’m happy for you, really… But what does this do for ME?
What’s your point?”
Well, there is a little more I would like to share with you about myself to
help you clearly understand that anyone, regardless of skill level or
background, can achieve financial success on the internet, particularly
with a system as incredible as the 1 Step System. In fact, it is my
personal opinion that this system is the very BEST solution for people
who are in search of a way to make money online, particularly those who
have had little, if any, marketing experience or success with other
endeavors. I will explain my reasoning for this later on in this eBook.
I wasn’t always successful or wealthy, that’s for darn sure! I know from
first-hand experience what it is like to be broke… No, actually, I know
what it is like to be broker than broke. Please allow me to explain.
I was a seventeen-year-old mother and a high school drop out. I have no
college education, and I have learned everything that I know in life
through hands-on experience. Four short years ago, my children and I
were homeless. Today, I am a full-time entrepreneur and I earn a sixfigure income online. This year I fully intend to break seven figures.
You see, my internet marketing career all began with the release of my
first eBook in December, 2004, which details my own personal story of
escaping a severely abusive marriage and a horrifying life of domestic
violence, followed by a nightmare custody battle in which I represented
myself Pro Se because I didn’t have a dime left to my name.

www.DomesticViolenceSurvivor.com
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I was forced to fight the very same justice system that I had served
professionally as a paralegal for more than 14-years when it failed to
protect me and my children from my abuser and to uphold the laws
written to protect and defend the rights of victims of domestic violence.
Mine was truly a case where I fought the law, but this time the law did
NOT win… I did, by forcing the law to enforce itself.
Sounds like a bad soap opera, doesn’t it? I wish it were, but the story is
true and my eBook contains real court documentation to prove it.
Allow me to clarify that I did not write that eBook for the purpose of
financial gain. Money was never my motivation for writing that eBook,
and in fact, I give it away far more than I sell it. The proceeds that I do
make from sales of the eBook today are given directly to charitable
organizations to help fund the war on domestic violence because it is a
personal passion of mine. Truthfully, I wrote that eBook out of anger,
urgency and my burning desire to reach as many victims of domestic
violence as I possibly could in an effort to guide them through the
arduous legal process of escaping a life of domestic abuse when they
have no clue where to turn. Writing that eBook did not bring me
significant financial gain, however, it was without a doubt one of the most
personally enriching and rewarding experiences of my life.
I have a genuine and compassionate understanding of what it is like to
suffer financially. In fact, I have personal experience with utter financial
devastation.
I once had a thriving legal career and I independently supported my
family’s comfortable, upper middle-class lifestyle, all of which came
through a lucky break that I received when I was just 17-years-old by a
high-profile attorney who believed in me and my ability to learn anything
and everything he taught me. By the time I was 22-years-old, I was
among the top paid legal professionals in my community, having been
taught the profession from one of the most elite attorneys in my home
state. I was extremely fortunate that this man hired me entirely green as
just a kid, and taught me everything I know about the practice of law.
Less than four years ago, however, life tossed a bomb in my lap and I
lost every single material possession that I had shed my “blood and
sweat” to acquire from the time I was just sixteen-years-old and entered
the adult world (prematurely.)
My losses were incredibly devastating and included my $250,000 home,
both of my cars, my furniture - I even lost my dog! I was homeless and
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did not have one dime left to my name. I literally embraced poverty to
escape a horrible and violent marriage in the interest of saving my own
life and the lives of my children - and I have never forgotten where I
came from. I know how much it hurts to struggle financially and I am well
acquainted with the misery caused by insufficient income, particularly
when you have children who are financially dependent upon you.
Through it all, however, I maintained the most valuable of my life’s
possessions; my children, my health, my survival instinct, and my ability
to rebuild our lives. My choices at that time were to surrender to defeat
and live on the streets, or to reclaim my life and take the necessary
action for myself and my kids by standing up, dusting off, getting back in
the saddle and rebuilding the life that had crumbled around me.
Through that experience, I discovered an amazing ability within myself
that back then, I didn’t even realize I had – the ability to create massive
financial wealth. With the release of my first eBook, I began generating
my income online just over a year ago, and during that time period I
have succeeded in creating my own financial independence. I do not
have a J.O.B., I will never have one again, and I live by each and every
word that I teach in this eBook.
By following the very same advice, principals and strategies in my own
internet business that I will share with you, I have become financially
independent at only 33-years-old, and my wealth has only increased with
the system that I am prepared to share with you in the pages of this
FREE eBook.
The moral of the story?

If I Can Do This and Succeed,
ANYONE Can.
Okay, now that you have heard my life story, enough about me.
Let’s move on to bigger and better things… like making some really
*BIG* money!

☺
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First, however, I need to dispel some of the most commonly held, yet
erroneous beliefs regarding successful internet marketing (or any other
form of business for that matter) so that you will understand what works
and what does NOT before you go broke in fruitless attempts of trying
figure that out on your own like I did.
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The Truth About
Online Income Generation
Some of the statements I will make in this segment of this eBook may
offend some readers. That’s a risk I’m willing to take. I will not,
however, sit back and “there-there” anyone or sugar coat anything about
the TRUTH associated with successful online income generation. This
applies not only to the 1 Step System, but also to ANY product, service
or opportunity with which you are trying to generate an income. To do so
would only hinder your ability to make any money.
What I WILL do, however, is tell you straight-up, in No B.S. fashion, and
shooting straight from the hip what WILL be required of you in order to
make money on the internet or in any form of business. What you
choose to do with that information is entirely up to you, but I can assure
you, if you do not take this information seriously, you will remain broke.
Be warned, however, that by the time I am finished describing my own
experience, it is highly unlikely that you will attempt to build your own
internet enterprise from scratch, unless you just so happen to have
$200,000 lying around to burn and you really like pain. I can tell you in
NO uncertain terms that if I had known 18-months ago what I know now,
there is no way on God’s green earth that I would have expended the
time or the money that I have to build my own internet company.
Fortunately, you are now reading this eBook, so you will reap the benefit
of my experience, as well as the $150,000 + I personally invested in an
18-month period to learn the truth about successful internet marketing. I
commonly refer to the money I invested in building my own business the
hard way as my “stupid tax” because that is essentially what it was.
If you think education is expensive, you just go right ahead and try
ignorance! But be prepared to mortgage your house and put your kids up
for sale.
First, allow me to present to you a few cold, hard, and non-negotiable
facts regarding making money in ANY meaningful business that will
produce an income for you (whether it be online or off.) If you cannot
accept these facts to be the truth, the remainder of this FREE eBook will
be of absolutely NO value to you whatsoever, and you may as well learn
to enjoy your daily commute, love your boss and feel at home-sweet-11-

home in your cubicle, because that is precisely where you will be staying
for the remainder of your working life (assuming that you do not find
yourself in the unemployment line due to corporate downsizing.) The
term “job security” is, indeed, the most preposterous oxymoron in the
English language.
FACT #1: IN ORDER TO GENERATE MONEY IN ANY BUSINESS,
YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO SPEND SOME MONEY. REGARDLESS
OF WHAT YOU MAY HAVE HEARD, REAL, LEGAL, AND ETHICAL
BUSINESS IS NOT FREE.
The majority of the people out there on the internet have been so
disturbingly brainwashed with all of the “one-click ease” or “click here to
make millions” garbage that it is literally nauseating. Allow me to make
one thing abundantly clear to you:

The ONLY People Who Are
Getting Rich From That Garbage
Are The Very Same “Gurus” Who
Are Telling You To “Just Click
Here To Make Millions!”
Then they sit back and laugh hysterically at you because you continue to
throw your hard-earned money at them. They are masters at getting
ordinary folks to behave like lab-rats or Pavlov’s dog through the art of
programmed response.
Those “gurus” claim to be selling you their most closely guarded secrets
to internet marketing success. Allow me to assure you that they are NOT.
In reality, they are not selling you their real secrets at all!
C’mon, guys! Think about this logically for a moment…
Do you honestly think that the world’s TOP internet marketers are going
to share with you their most treasured secrets… the very SAME secrets
that make them the world’s TOP internet marketers and millions of dollars
every year? I mean, really? If you sincerely believe this, all I can say is…
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GET REAL!
Why do you think their “secrets” change three or four times per year
whenever they decide to release a new product? If these “gurus” were
really sharing with you their most treasured and closely guarded secrets,
YOU would then take those secrets and use them to become their largest
competitor, and in doing so, YOU would take away from their bottom line
when YOU stop buying their “secrets.”
Granted, there are some internet experts who will provide you with some
valuable information, tips and strategies for building a successful internet
business. There are even some who will ultimately let you in on their
most priceless secrets, but I can guarantee you that most will NOT share
their deepest, darkest, most treasured secrets of internet marketing
success until they have achieved all of their financial goals, are ready to
retire and it no longer makes any difference to them whether or not you
become their largest competitor! You see, the problem here is that these
“gurus” need you, the paying customer, every bit as much as you need
them. You are their source of wealth! If you were not buying every “how
to” product promising you to “blast a gazillion ads!” out into cyberwherever all with “one click ease…” do you really think they would be so
rich?
Um, I can answer that one for you…

NO!
Many of them are simply putting a bunch of babble, blended with a little
semi-useful information into written format, garnishing it with TONS of
overblown hype, and then lining their bank accounts by selling YOU their
“priceless secrets!”
Let’s get something straight right now…
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The biggest secret that the vast majority of “internet gurus” out there are
hiding from you is HOW they are separating you from your hard-earned
money through the art of writing sizzle copy and profiting from YOUR
programmed response! Trust me, those are the very secrets that they
cannot afford for you to learn and they will NOT be putting them in
writing or up for sale anytime soon. If they did, they would be faced with
the risk that YOU might stop giving them your money.
There is nothing more frustrating to me than when someone relatively
inexperienced with internet marketing comes to me and says, “Stephanie,
I have tried everything. I have bought all of the advertising secrets
programs out there, I have followed all of the instructions to the letter
and I’m STILL not making any money. I have spent all of this money on
these advertising resources promising to make me a millionaire, I’m
broke and I haven’t even made one sale. What am I doing wrong?”
Unfortunately, without actually seeing what you are doing, I can’t tell you
with any degree of certainty. But what I can tell you is what has worked
for me to bring me great financial success both with my own internet
business AND with the 1 Step System.
FACT #2:
CREATING A SUCCESSFUL INCOME PRODUCING
INTERNET BUSINESS IS NOT ANYWHERE CLOSE TO AS “EASY OR
EFFORTLESS” AS IT APPEARS.
This fact is self-explanatory. If creating an internet business from scratch
was anywhere near as easy, effortless or inexpensive as many “gurus”
attempt to make it appear, we would all be millionaires, don’t you think?
I can attest to this one, personally. I worked 18 – 20 hours per day, 7
days per week, for 18-solid months to build my business to the point of
producing a six figure income (and I also spent six figures in the
process!)
I was married in July, 2005, and still have yet to take my honeymoon
with my husband! Why? Because I could not leave my business alone
long enough to take the 10-day Caribbean cruise we paid for! There was
customer support, affiliate emails, market testing and product
development to tend to. This is NOT an easy task, and unless the idea of
living your life chained to your keyboard with a Starbucks IV drip in your
arm to feed you synthetic energy intravenously appeals to you, I don’t
recommend that you try it yourself.
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Folks, if you intend to build your own internet business, you had best plan
on sacrificing the majority of your family life and leisure time for a
minimum of two years. I say this from personal experience.
By the time I had built my internet business to the point of being semi
self-perpetuating through the promotional efforts of my affiliate force, my
children and husband barely knew who I was anymore. I was working
more than I had EVER worked for any employer in my lifetime, had not
sat down for a nice dinner with my family in at least six months, and was
ready and willing to bribe “Alice” from the Brady Bunch to triple what
Mike and Carole Brady paid her just to run my household and provide me
with some semblance of balance and sanity!
My experience was ANYTHING but reminiscent of the happy and smiling
mothers you see with carefree toddlers playing quietly on the floor of the
living room while Mommy works contently on her laptop. Understanding
the reality associated with building an internet business from the ground
up, those pictures always make me want to gag! This is why I feel very
strongly that anyone who is serious about making money online NOT
follow in my footsteps and try to reinvent the wheel, but instead join a
company that has a complete and proven system already in place the
way 1 Step System does.
FACT #3: YOU SHOULD NEVER, EVER TAKE FINANCIAL OR
BUSINESS ADVICE FROM ANYONE MORE BROKE OR SCREWED UP
THAN YOU ARE!
If you do, well, then… you will get what you deserve.
Don’t be asking your broke brother-in-law or Uncle Ed what they think
you should do to build a successful, income producing business, okay?
Don’t ask them for their opinions about the business opportunity that you
are considering and don’t ask them for marketing advice.
Hanging a large cardboard sign with spray paint that reads “Make Money
Advice for Sale” from the rickety redwood deck on the front of Uncle Ed’s
single-wide trailer is NOT considered an effective marketing strategy.
Chances are that you will NOT receive sound business advice from Uncle
Ed! He’s from a different place in time, and he’s comfortable there.
Always remember to consider the source. Do your due diligence, and act
according to your findings, not those of someone who renews his payday
loan every two weeks while he tells you “Nah! Them things are all just a
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rip off! Workin’ on cars here in the driveway…now there’s a REAL
business.” Bear in mind…there is a REASON Uncle Ed is still driving a
1976 Pacer and wearing the same powder-blue leisure suit he wore in
your parent’s wedding photos. Uncle Ed is FLAT broke, so just what is it
that you think HE knows about business?

FACT #4: IF YOU ARE NOT EXERCISING LEVERAGE, YOU WILL BE
LUCKY TO GENERATE ENOUGH INCOME TO RECOUP YOUR COSTS
OF DOING BUSINESS, LET ALONE, TO SUPPORT YOURSELF OR
BECOME
FINANCIALLY
FREE.
MARKETING
TRADITIONAL
AFFILIATE PRODUCTS IS NOT EXERCISING LEVERAGE.
If you have read any of my other works, you already know that I am fond
of handing out beatings with the “leverage stick.” I have been called the
“Leverage Queen” by a number of my business colleagues because I have
been known to scream and yell about it until I am blue in the face.

If You Are Not Exercising
Leverage, You Are WASTING
Your Time, Money and Energy.
You Are Also Going To
Be Dead Broke.
We will review this topic in further detail later on in this eBook, but first,
allow me to clarify that the leverage utilized by all of the big “gurus”
online is THE most critical element to their financial success.
Let’s look at affiliate marketing. “Back in the day” it was a good means
for people without their own product to make money online. It was a winwin for both merchant and affiliate. My how times have changed! Think
about this in detail for a moment.
Let’s assume that you are selling a product as an affiliate because you do
not have your own product or website and it seems that this is the easiest
way to plug in and make a lot of money on the internet. You spend $150
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in advertising costs on Google which results in 310 clicks and visitors to
your affiliate website. The informational product (which is, no doubt, the
latest and greatest “priceless marketing secrets” of some internet guru)
that you are marketing as an affiliate sells for $67, and the merchant with
whom you are affiliated pays 60% commission. This means that you
stand to make $40.20 per sale (less payment processor fees.)
Let’s also assume that of those 310 people who clicked on your ad, four
people buy the product you are marketing. You made four sales! Exciting,
isn’t it? Not bad at all! OKAY, STOP THE BUS…

Now, let’s take a look at this from another angle, shall we? We really
need to do some simple math here. You spent $150 on a Google
campaign to make $160.80. Now, I’m no high school graduate, but
according to my calculations, you just profited a whopping $10.80 for the
day, and that’s your gross profit, before processing fees. When all is said
and done, you have net earnings of $6.36. Hardly enough to quit your
day job, but hey, now you can take the kids to McDonalds for a Happy
Meal (assuming you have no more than two children) but YOU will have
to order from the dollar menu. Do you feel that churning in your gut?
That would be your dream of financial independence slipping away.
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You Need To See This For What
It Is Before You Go Bankrupt.
The merchant for whom you were marketing as an affiliate just made
$107.20 and he didn’t lift a finger or spend one dime to make his money
from YOUR sales. To add insult to injury, you can bet on the fact that he’s
got several THOUSAND more affiliates just like you who do the same
thing each and every day, believing that someday, somehow they will
become rich by doing so. What’s wrong with this picture? Just WHO is
making all the money here?
Here is another example that I find very disturbing. I will not mention
names, but there is a certain high-profile “internet guru” out there who
claims to have the “priceless secrets to FREE advertising” for sale that will
allow you to blast one billion ads for FREE, and all with “one click ease!”
He claims that his product is worth AT LEAST $1.7 Million! The best part?
It’s all yours when you pay him $97 just one time! At his website, he
vows that you will NEVER have to pay for advertising again, and you
might wake up a multi-millionaire tomorrow morning just like him! What
a deal!
Now, tell me… if this “top secret, priceless information” is SO incredibly
powerful and guaranteed to save you from EVER having to pay for
advertising again, then WHY is it that this particular “internet marketing
guru” just so happens to provide PRE-WRITTEN Google pay-per-click ads
for his affiliates to use in promoting his products, complete with
recommended keywords and bidding prices which have been “tried,
tested and proven” by him personally??? When is the last time YOU ran a
FREE Google pay-per-click campaign?
Hmm… kind of makes you scratch your head and think for a second, now
doesn’t it? Who is really getting the FREE advertising here? Allow me to
let you in on a little secret…

It Is NOT You!
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You have got to ask yourself, “Just why were the PPC ads tested in the
first place if he has all these “priceless secrets” of 100% FREE massive
internet advertising that are guaranteed to make me rich just like him?!?”
Wouldn’t you think if he had all this top secret information about FREE
advertising, he would be USING it himself? Doesn’t quite make sense,
now does it? Ever felt like you were being spoon-fed a dose of HORSE
MANURE? You bet his product is worth $1.7 Million… to HIM when YOU
and 17,526 other people just like you give him YOUR money for his
“secrets”! It’s moments like these that you really need to start listening
to that little voice inside your head that screams “SCAM!” before you
hand over your credit card number.
Now, I don’t mean to suggest that you will NEVER make any money as an
affiliate. The fact of the matter is, you can make money by marketing
traditional affiliate programs. I run affiliate programs myself. But I believe
that your time and energies would be far better directed elsewhere, and I
will explain why.
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out who is exercising all of the
leverage in this instance. Sadly, it also doesn’t take a genius to figure
out who is doing all of the work, yet getting the raw end of the deal.
In order to really understand the power of leverage and learn how you
can apply it for yourself and your own financial benefit, you need to first
keep in mind that you did not turn to the internet to make yet another
individually wealthy. Most of us have done plenty of that in our jobs, and
that is why we turned to the ‘Net to learn how to make money to begin
with.
The brutal truth is that with few exceptions, such as Super Affiliates
Rosalind Gardner and Russell Brunson, very few people make significant
money with affiliate marketing anymore. But even Rosalind and Russell
are exercising LEVERAGE! Think about this for a moment…
Rosalind released her best selling eBook, Super Affiliate Handbook, back
in 2004. Her sales exploded immediately, and her eBook truly is a
masterpiece. She runs an affiliate program, and has an army of affiliates
marketing her eBook for her, for which she pays a 50% commission.
But where do you think that Rosalind made her *BIG* money? Sure, she
did very well in affiliate marketing… “Back in the day.” But her FORTUNE
came from selling her eBook through the promotional efforts of an army
of affiliates!
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Mega-Successful Super Affiliate, Russell Brunson, is another prime
example. Russell’s website is www.TheSecondTier.com, at which he
runs what? AN AFFILIATE PROGRAM! Russell mass-promotes affiliate
products of big name internet gurus, and his own affiliates ARE the
second tier! So you see, even the rare few who HAVE become megasuccessful with affiliate marketing caught on to one indisputable fact…

If You Aren’t Exercising
Leverage, You Are NOT Making
Big Money.
Were this not the case, even those who have earned the title “Super
Affiliate” would not be making the kind of money they are.
Traditional affiliate programs do not offer the critical element of leverage
which is essential in creating meaningful income. The affiliates might be
successful in making a few bucks here and there, but certainly not college
tuition for two children or enough to pay off the mortgage and SUV. I
hate to be negative, folks, but that is just the cold, hard truth. The
reason for this is that affiliates are not exercising leverage… affiliates ARE
the leverage for someone else (Hint: that someone is getting rich from
your efforts!) and that leverage is NOT reciprocal to the affiliate. How do
I know this? Because I run affiliate programs myself, and of those in my
affiliate force which consists of tens of thousands globally, only a select
few are making all the money. I don’t mind telling you this at the risk of
costing myself money, because I feel that it’s high time the average
person knows the TRUTH about the internet marketing game. Unless you
are marketing from a position of power, chances are, you are not making
a whole lot of money. The good news…
New systems have been developed and there IS a better way. The
1 Step System provides you with the reciprocal leverage that is essential
to creating wealth. We will review this in further detail in a bit.
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FACT #5: YOUR BUSINESS WILL NEVER, EVER BUILD ITSELF. IF
YOU ARE CONSIDERING AN INCOME OPPORTUNITY THAT CLAIMS
TO “DO IT ALL” FOR YOU, RUN AWAY AS FAST AS YOU CAN
BEFORE YOU LOSE YOUR MONEY.
It’s just plain common sense, folks. Once you get over the brainwashing
from all the junk on the internet, it is clear to see that you WILL be
required to put forth EFFORT to make money in any kind of business.
Your choices are just not many. They are:
1. Put in your time, effort and some financial investment to learn how
to do it successfully and reap the rewards; or
2. Do nothing and stay broke and miserable.
There is no such thing as a “Millionaire Fairy” and nobody is going to hack
into your bank account and FILL IT UP out of good will!
I have heard people tell me of opportunities in which they are not
required to do anything at all… not even advertise. “Well, this one is
better because they do it all FOR you…” they say. Funny, I have yet to
have ONE person answer in the affirmative when I ask them, “So, have
YOU made any money yet?”
Need I say more?
Ask yourself this question, and answer yourself honestly:
Has anyone yet, at ANY TIME in your lifetime, just made you rich without
you doing anything at all? If you are struggling with the answer to that
question, I can help you. The answer is NO. If they had, you wouldn’t be
reading this eBook, now would you?
FACT #6: IT WILL TAKE SOME TIME IN ANY BUSINESS TO MAKE
MONEY.
I don’t make up the rules, folks. I just know what they are. One, two or
three weeks is NOT enough time to guage whether or not an opportunity
will be profitable for you. If you are one who throws in the towel after just
a few weeks of not receiving favorable results, it is no wonder that you
haven’t made any real money online yet. People who do so are “chronic”
opportunity seekers and they NEVER reach their goal of creating internet
income because they won’t commit to or invest the time that it requires
to master any sort of techniques that will bring them an income. They
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will stay broke no matter WHAT opportunity they spend a couple of weeks
toying with. Further, they spend WAY more money “opportunity hopping”
than they ever would if they would just commit to learning how to market
one opportunity correctly.
Let me ask you… Would you plant a tree, water it, watch it for two weeks
and then dig it up at the roots when it didn’t reach twenty feet tall by the
third week? Would you then plant another tree and dig it up two weeks
later when it, too, failed to reach your desired height within such a
narrow window of time?
If you are jumping in and out of business opportunities every few weeks
or months, what you are doing is NO different than the analogy I have
given you above. You will never see ANYTHING grow and produce fruit
for you unless you change your Modus Operandi.
By making an uneducated effort at something for a couple of weeks and
then giving up, you are sabotaging your OWN ability to make any money,
regardless of what business opportunity you have joined. If you are to
succeed at ANYTHING, you are going to have to learn to be realistic.
Otherwise, learn to just accept being broke.
Let me share a little secret with you. Many people don’t like to hear the
truth in this regard, but regardless, I’m going to tell it like it is. The
problem keeping you from making any money is RARELY the company,
product or the compensation plan.

The PROBLEM is the Marketer.
I don’t care what your product, compensation plan or company profile is.
You can have the best product in the world and you will still be broke if
you don’t educate yourself in the art of effective marketing. That takes
some time, effort, practice and patience.
I will give you an example to prove it. Have a truckload of your
company’s “You don’t have to do anything because it sells itself and the
company does it all for you!” product delivered to your driveway and pull
up a lawn chair. Have a seat. Sit back and watch your product all day
long. Now go check your bank account. Still nothing? That’s what I
thought!
Here is the cardinal rule of money making:
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If You Don’t Learn the Art of
Effective Marketing, You Will Never
Make Money With ANY Product or
Opportunity, Especially On the
Internet.
There are a few opportunities out there that are legitimate and will place
you in a solid position to profit immediately. However, there are VERY
few and those opportunities will NEVER be free. You may as well accept
this right now.
You just can’t have the best of both worlds because such an opportunity
does NOT exist. There is no such thing (legally, anyway) as instant,
effortless and FREE mega-millions with the exception of perhaps the
lottery, but even with that, you Gotta’ Play to Win! and most people are
too broke to buy lotto tickets. Conversely, if someone who claims to be
broke and nearly homeless is blowing their money on lottery tickets, I
would have to say that their priorities are somewhat out of order and
they deserve to be broke.
Okay, now that we have all the gloom, doom and lecture out of the way, I
will let you in on the good news!

You Can Make Money Online
and a LOT of It.
As with everything in life, there is the hard way, and there is the SMART
way. Most of us are only familiar with the hard way, and that is why
financial freedom never becomes a reality. We will review both in the
next segment.
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The Hard Way
Call me a glutton for punishment, but I have done just about everything
in my life the hard way. My experiences in doing things the hard way are
what taught me about the SMART way. In condensed version, I am going
to tell you how I built my own internet business and the phases of
development that are involved in creating a meaningful income online. I
guarantee that if this does not convince you that you need to join a
company with a system already created FOR you, nothing will.
When I first got online, I was ambling about in the dark. I knew nothing
whatsoever about the internet, and especially not about marketing. I
barely knew how to send an email with an attachment. All I knew at that
time was that I owned a computer, I had an internet connection, and I
was determined to use those tools to generate an income. It was a “do
or die” situation for me – I had kids to support who also needed me at
home. I had to find a way to generate an income from home, period. It
was no longer an option for me.
Were it not for the love and financial support of my fiancé (now my
husband) it probably would have never happened, but he believed in me
more than I believed in myself. He was willing to support our household
financially while I set out on my mission to create internet income. We
cut some things out of our budget, and I dove headfirst into selfeducation in the internet marketing arena.
Over the next several months, I spent just about every extra penny we
had on informational “how to” products. I bought into just about every
sales pitch that landed in my inbox or that I stumbled across while
aimlessly surfing the search engines. I realize now how incredibly naive
and foolish I was (although I’m sure I made several affiliates incredibly
happy!) I am ashamed to say that I actually lost about $6,000 in the first
six months on hyped-up junk that told me a whole lot of nothing other
than the fact that the author became filthy rich. The worst part? I spent
every single dime of that money believing that it was going to make ME
rich. Sound familiar?
About the time I was inching my way up to the $7,000 “up in smoke”
mark, it occurred to me that I should stop throwing my credit card
number at every yahoo out there who knew how to write good sizzle
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copy, and analyze the structure of their products and businesses. That
was my proverbial Ah Ha! moment - the kind that we all have from time
to time.
I had an idea! I was going to tell the world my story in order to make a
difference for domestic violence victims worldwide and nobody and
nothing was going to get in my way of getting the message out. Bear in
mind, I was driven solely by my stubborn nature to stand up for what is
right (did I mention that I was a litigation specialist when I worked in the
legal arena? ☺ I have been called stubborn a time or two…) and I was
hoping to make a little bit of income in the process.
I had met my burden for Essential Elements Number 1 and 2 of creating a
successful business. First, I had knowledge to share that would help
solve a problem for a group of individuals, and secondly, I had identified
my target market. Sadly, there is an enormous demand for self-help
information on this particular topic.
After my project was well under way, it occurred to me that the majority
of victims in abusive relationships had no money at all, so in all
likelihood, I wouldn’t make a lot of sales. After considering this fact, I
decided to press forward with my project anyway. I knew it wasn’t going
to produce a big income, but it would give me the practice and
experience I needed in the creation of my first website and digital
information product, allow me to test my business model, and I would
gain the personal sense of accomplishment and satisfaction from helping
others out of a terrible situation. If I was successful, I would repeat the
process and make the money on my second round.
Next, I had to create my product. My eBook encompasses a 15-year-long
period of my life (it is 545 pages long.) I spent the next three months
writing for hours upon end every single day, researching statutes,
reviewing and assimilating court documentation from my enormous files
to include in my eBook as instructional exhibits for the reader, proofing
and revising until I had perfected my final product. I wrote it in Microsoft
Word, and purchased Adobe Acrobat to convert it into PDF format.
I recognized that I would never even recoup my costs on this project if I
didn’t have some kind of sales force, so I decided to run an affiliate
program and list my eBook with a large internet payment processor for
maximum exposure. Just one problem… I had no clue how to build or
program a website.
This opened up a whole new and very expensive can of worms in my
business development phase. I was worse than out of money… I was
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deeply in debt and I had not even entered the development phase of my
first website. I had spent over $7,000 on “education” (if that’s what you
want to call it) and I still had nothing whatsoever to show for it. I had no
time to learn the art of graphic design or web programming (nor did I
have any desire to) and I didn’t have the money it would take to embark
upon such an education.
Through a friend, I was able to find a talented and extremely efficient
programmer who agreed to help and accept small payments (Ugh! More
debt!) on a monthly basis until I was up, running and making a profit in
my business. He handled all of the building and programming of my first
website. Within a month, I was online and ready for business. I
waited…and waited…and waited some more. Nothing.
I learned to master the art of begging (when I should have been focusing
my attention upon mastering the art of marketing) and was finally able to
persuade one of my internet acquaintances to set the ball rolling by
helping me to build my affiliate force. Once again, I WAS LUCKY. Most
people would never have the benefit of an established, successful internet
entrepreneur who was willing to help them “kick start” their business.
Building my affiliate force was an even longer and MORE painful process,
but eventually, I did begin to acquire affiliates for my eBook through the
assistance of my acquaintance and his promotion of my product to his
own affiliate force and opt-in list. A few affiliates even made sales here
and there. After paying affiliate commissions, payment processing fees,
hosting fees and my programmer, I was still deeply in the hole. I
contemplated (very seriously) going back to a full-time J.O.B. I couldn’t
seem to master the marketing element necessary to launch a successful
business. That piece of my business puzzle, the one I consider to be the
MOST important, was missing entirely.
Before long, it became evident that I was not going to make any money if
I didn’t put multiple irons in the fire at once. After talking it over with my
husband and deciding together that I would press on instead of returning
to the career world, I decided to make a list of everything that I was
knowledgeable about. Most of my knowledge was pertaining to legal
issues and the skills I had learned during the course of my career. Other
than that, I really had nothing to work with.
I cranked out two more eBooks, one regarding personal injury claims
settlement (my career specialty) and another about taxation issues and
how to keep more of your money for yourself by giving the government
less. As luck would have it, what affiliates I had managed to recruit
grabbed that ball and ran with it and the sales started to come in. When
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I say luck, I mean LUCK in the literal sense of the word. Were it not for
some of the contacts that I had made early on in the development phase
of my first project, I would have never got that “shove” I needed to start
building my affiliate force. I knew NOTHING whatsoever about marketing.
Over the next few months, I worked 18-20 hours per day writing more
eBooks and repeating the process of cranking out another product, going
into debt while my programmer created and programmed my websites,
and paying off his bill with the profits. During this time, I discovered a
few advertising services for which I could actually scrape together the
monthly membership fees to pay for. By using these services, sales of my
eBooks started to trickle in, and my affiliate force grew a little bigger
each month. These particular trafficking programs also happened to pay
affiliate commissions for referring others to the very same programs, so I
started to promote the advertising services themselves in addition to my
own products.
Before too long, I was generating healthy multiple
streams of income on a monthly basis, which allowed me to reinvest in
my business and make it bigger by writing additional eBooks and building
more websites, paying off my programmer’s bill, and doing it again.
It was an exhausting feat, trying to keep up with and place ads for so
many programs at once. It was very much the juggling act, but it was
also paying the bills, so I must have been doing something right. I kept
thinking to myself, however, that there has GOT to be a much simpler
way. I needed to consolidate my efforts so as to leverage my time and
energy. Then came another Ah Ha! moment…
Late one night, just about a year ago, I couldn’t sleep. I was lying in bed
wide awake, tossing and turning when it hit me right between the eyes
like a bolt of lightning. I was struggling in my business because I was
trying to make sales. Everyone on the internet was trying to sell
something, so it seemed, and it was not EASY to get people to buy.
People don’t like to pay money to get information when they are
uncertain as to what the information will actually do for them! Even if
you have the best sales copy and satisfaction guarantee on the planet, it
can still be a major challenge to pull in the sales. So, I thought… why not
first GIVE them the information for FREE, and let them decide what the
information can do for them?
I flew downstairs to my computer at 2:00 a.m. and started typing as fast
as I could. I wrote like a madwoman and was still typing away when my
family got up to go to work and school. By the time my family arrived
home at the end of that day, my next product was done and ready for
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release the moment my programmer could get the website up in
cyberspace.
The following week, I released my first FREE eBook.
what happened?

Any guess as to

My Business Literally Exploded!
And it has been incredibly profitable from that day forward.
Now, you are probably wondering how I made any money from
something that I offered for FREE. Included below are a couple of
screenshots of my Clickbank Account and email inbox to give you an idea
of what FREE actually can do for your bank account:
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So, if the information was FREE, how did I make over $400 per day with
my eBook? Allow me to explain:
My eBook itself was FREE. This meant that anyone could download and
read the eBook completely free of cost to them. They were not required
to pay me to obtain the information contained inside the eBook. It was
the content of the eBook itself that was so incredibly valuable, as it
provided the reader with clear instruction as to HOW they could make a
LOT of money by using the very same FREE eBook as their primary sales
tool to generate multiple streams of income from the trafficking programs
wrapped inside.
There was absolutely no risk to the reader in order to find out how I was
making multiple streams of income online, because I shared that
information in an eBook that was FREE.
Now, allow me to make absolutely clear to you the fact that nothing (and
I mean NOTHING) moves across the internet faster than something that
is FREE. Let’s take email for example. We all receive jokes and chain
emails from people we know, right? But what if the Internet Service
Providers suddenly decided to charge us $.10 or $.20 each time we sent
an email? (Fortunately, the Internet has not yet come to that, and God
willing, never will.) How many emails would you send each day? I can
assure you, if you were charged on a per email basis, you would not be
passing good jokes around to everyone in your contact list. But because
email is free, you don’t mind sharing it with everyone you know.
Have you ever received a joke from a friend by email where you had to
scroll down past fourteen message headers containing hundreds of email
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addresses of people that you do NOT know to get to the funny stuff?
Why is that? Because the email had been passed around from person to
person, and each person who received it had passed it along to even
more people. That email had traveled electronically from state-to-state
and country-to-country. It had traveled half-way around the world in a
matter of minutes.

Unbeknownst to Me at That
Time, This is Precisely What
Happened With My FREE eBook.
I tell you with all honesty that I have made more money providing FREE
information to other people online than I have ever made by simply
selling products. People feel informed and prepared to make a decision
when the information is provided to them up front. It is also far easier to
advertise to a massive audience something that is FREE than it is to
advertise a product with a price tag. The fact of the matter is that FREE
information spreads across the internet at the speed of light. If you don’t
believe this, allow me to provide you with the following, true-to-life
example.
Within two (2) days of releasing my FREE eBook, I received a telephone
call from a dear gentleman in Florida (if he is reading this now, he knows
who he is! ☺) He had registered as one of my new affiliates. As he
introduced himself, he explained to me that he had obtained my FREE
eBook from one of his colleagues in Missouri. I had another contact by a
business associate of mine in Canada who informed me that she had
obtained my FREE eBook from an advertisement placed by a man in
Australia. I had an affiliate in the UK forward his branded copy of the
eBook to a friend in Japan, who then sent it on to an email buddy in
India. I have an affiliate in Malta who informs me that the population of
the small island is approximately 350,000, and they all know each other!
He was going to be sharing his copy of my FREE eBook with everyone he
knew on the island!
The equation is simple: Just a few people who read my FREE eBook
started a viral effect that carried my product across an ocean and into six
countries and back again in a matter of just two (2) days. That’s faster
than any airline jet could get the job done! All of this happened through
the digital power of the internet. Within just a couple of months, I had
affiliates in 22 countries around the globe marketing my products as a
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result of placing just one simple ad offering a FREE eBook! Imagine if I
would have placed even more ads…
The term “viral” originates from the word “virus.” Anyone who has a
computer knows that a virus is very powerful and is passed from one
computer to another very quickly. Within a very short time, a virus can
take over your entire operating system as the virus continues to multiply
its infected files and spread throughout the machine. To clarify, viral
marketing is a little different. First, and foremost, it is NOT a bad thing.
To the contrary, viral marketing is a very powerful form of marketing and
can make you very rich. The concept of this form of marketing involves
a core product (such as this eBook) which spreads throughout the
internet very quickly.
Now, let’s move on to talk about SMART marketing, and what it can do
for you and your bank account.
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The Smart Way
As I said in an earlier segment of this eBook, had I known 18-months ago
what I know now, there is NO way that I would have spent a year and a
half and more than $150,000 developing my own internet business from
the ground up. I spent a fortune on trial and error, paid my programmer
more than what many professionals make in a year at a full-time job, and
invested countless irreplaceable hours from my family life. As I said
before, I still have not taken my honeymoon!
The lessons that I learned through my hard work and experiences over
the past year and a half can save YOU thousands of dollars and countless
hours of frustration, literally. I blazed a trail that I would not wish upon
anyone, and my bull-headed nature, due diligence and determination to
succeed with internet marketing can mean your fortune. Because I have
traveled the rocky terrain of internet business development, I know what
kind of business model is required to generate any meaningful income on
the internet, and I know a SMART business when I see one.
Just as I stated in the previous segment, I did everything the hard way.
The reason that I did so was none other than the fact that a smarter way
did not exist at the time that I started dumping every red cent and
waking second of my life into the development of my internet business.
If it did exist, I was not aware of it. Today, I am aware of the smarter
way.
Two and a half weeks ago, I stumbled across something that spun my
head around. You can only imagine how loudly I wanted to scream when
I was surfing the ‘Net and out of mere curiosity I happened upon
www.1StepSystem.com.
At the time, I was bumbling around the internet, looking for yet another
topic to write about so that I could add another stream of income to my
business. I guess I was bored (or maybe I just hadn’t taken enough pain
yet! ☺) but I was contemplating writing another eBook. As I read the
copy at the website, I thought to myself, “Yeah, right. This guy has got
to be off his nut! Gimme 37-minutes, blah, blah, blah… I know better
than that one. Same old hyped-out promises of ‘instant’ wealth. I can’t
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believe that people are actually still buying into this garbage!” And then
something caught my eye…
Just as I was about to click off the page, it struck me that I recognized
the name of the man on the website. I couldn’t quite put my finger on it,
but I KNEW that he was familiar to me from somewhere! I spent a couple
more minutes racking my brains about it, and then it hit me.
While I was growing up, my parents were active in the Network Marketing
industry. My husband and I have also built a substantial organization in a
Network Marketing company (actually, that has been more my husband’s
doing as I sat glued to my keyboard for the past 18-months.) I
recognized Rod Stinson’s name as an individual who had been incredibly
successful in the industry. In fact, Rod is one of the top 20 Network
Marketers in the entire WORLD, and you are NOT named one of the top
marketers in the world for nothing. The man knows what he is talking
about! That realization alone made me read the web page again, and
ultimately, I signed up to hear his free live teleseminar that evening.
I got on the call as scheduled, with the call outline before me and pen in
hand. As I listened to Rod speak, his statements struck a chord with me.
Everything he said was right on the money, and what impressed me the
most is that he was so logical and matter-of-fact. There was none of that
“garbage hype” included in his presentation with which I have become
well acquainted and immune to over the past 18-months of working
closely with some large scale internet “gurus.”
I have since told Rod that I was probably the easiest sale he ever made,
because he didn’t have to sell me on anything at all. I KNEW from my
own personal experience and observations during the course of building
my internet business that every word he said during that 37-minute
teleseminar was 100% factual truth. I could relate to his words probably
better than 99% of the people on that call because I had been there,
done that and had ventured down the rocky road of development in my
own business.
With five minutes still left of the teleseminar, I was postured with my
debit card and ready to join. I now believe that I joined for the simple
fact that I had to SEE it to believe it. As a seasoned marketer, I was
naturally doubtful, yet I was equally ecstatic at the premise that I had
actually stumbled across a system so incredibly complete that will allow
ANYONE to make very real and substantial money online. I was amazed
at how the system is all ready to just plug into and move with.
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I Was Confident That I Had
Stumbled Upon a Goldmine.
I will admit that I was also seething at the thought of the time and money
that I had burned in developing a multiple website internet monster-of-abusiness which I had started and built from scratch.
Here before me was a MASSIVE income generation system that was
99.9% complete. There was NOTHING to build! No market testing, no
customer support, the product was complete, the system was already
built and fine-tuned, and the compensation plan is out of this world! You
can only imagine the steam I had coming out my ears, and my
temperature only increased once I got inside. I kept thinking to myself,
“I spent $150,000 and 18-months of my life on what?! You have GOT to
be kidding me! Where on earth was this 1 Step System a year and a
half ago?”
To put it mildly, I was livid, but I got over it very quickly once I got inside
the back office of the 1 Step System. And I was as happy as a clam
when I made $2,500 in my first 24 hours! ☺
What Rod Stinson and Chris Kohl have created with the 1 Step System
is nothing short of ingenious, and I will set forth for you the reasons
supporting my bold opinion in this regard:
•

The product and system are what EVERY would-be successful
marketer needs. As I stated previously, it is NOT the product,
the compensation plan or a company that just “doesn’t work”
which makes people fail in business. As hard as it is for
people to accept it, most anything will work if you work it
properly, remain persistent, and willing to learn. The problem
and reasons for most people’s failure to create any
meaningful income lies within THEM, the very individual who
wants to blame a perfectly workable system when they do not
achieve success. It is the lack of marketing knowledge and
skill that makes people fail. Most often, it is because they
simply do not know what they are doing, are not open to
learning, and when they make no money, they give up and
blame their failure on a proven system that just “didn’t work
for them.” They pay no attention to the fact that thousands of
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others are succeeding with the very same system because
they do not want to see that they are doing things incorrectly
or inefficiently. Habitual quitting, lack of commitment and
refusal to learn to do things effectively is what makes people
stay right where they are in terms of income. These people
quickly move onto the next “company that didn’t work” and
they never get anywhere because they don’t change what
they are doing incorrectly. The 1 Step System provides an
invaluable education that anyone attempting to generate an
income in ANY venue of marketing needs, yet they will never
obtain such a thorough education at a lesser cost anywhere
else. The informational products hold tremendous value (for a
refreshing change!) and are not garnished with or diluted by
hype.
•

I cannot say enough about the business and marketing
platform provided by the 1 Step System. It provides
EVERYTHING that an individual needs to operate a successful
business, and would cost a fortune should one attempt to
build such a system with the same tools on his or her own.
Trust me, I speak this from experience. I personally paid my
programmer thousands upon thousands of dollars to build and
implement the systems that he has for me in my internet
business, and such a system is NOT created inexpensively.

•

The price point on the product is ideal, and the compensation
structure is second to none. The product is set at a price
which is attainable by most people who genuinely desire
success, without the necessity of going deeply into debt.
While it may not necessarily be comfortable for everyone, if
someone wants badly enough to make an extraordinary
income without making an extraordinary investment, they will
NOT find a more attractive opportunity which is already built
Joining the
for them the way the 1 Step System is.
1 Step System will ultimately SAVE them thousands upon
thousands of dollars which would otherwise be wasted in trial
and error approach to marketing with zero return.

•

There is NO competition. While there are a few other systems
that were in place before and a couple that have since
attempted to duplicate the 1 Step System, it is my opinion
that this is the best system available on the market, period.

•

This business will allow ANYONE, regardless of marketing
knowledge, skill or experience to plug in and make a
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substantial income, beginning immediately, by following just
a few very simple strategies in effective marketing. The
system is already created, the earning potential is not only
lucrative but very realistic, and the new associate only needs
to come on board with an attitude of willingness to learn.
•

This system provides the average person the ability and
vehicle to replace and by far EXCEED their employment
income. The 1 Step System is the key for many would-be
stay home parents to leave behind their jobs, without the
necessity of compromising family lifestyle within a very short
period of time. In fact, for many people, this system is
capable of replacing their employment income as soon as
they join. For someone who is committed, ready and willing
to learn the simple strategies of marketing that has already
created substantial income for myself and many others, this
system IS the answer to their prayers.

To the person who will say “But I can’t afford it…” my response may not
be received with open arms. However, reality dictates that it is necessary
to put the truth right up in your face.
As I said in the introduction of this eBook, I will NOT sugar coat the
reality associated with producing a meaningful internet income. If you
are one of those individuals, I apologize in advance if I come across as
harsh or offensive, however, I would ask you to give serious
consideration to the following questions:
1. If you cannot afford something that WILL change the course of
your financial future and provide your family with financial security
for once in your life, beginning immediately, what is wrong with
this picture? If your response is that you “can’t afford” to make an
investment in yourself, your family and your own financial security,
I would venture to say that is all the more reason that you NEED
this system. If you continue to tell yourself “I can’t afford it…” you
will NEVER reach your financial goals. That much I can promise
you. I guarantee that the “Millionaire Fairy” will not be paying you
a visit anytime soon “just because.”
People who make
extraordinary money in life do so BECAUSE they refuse to accept
anything less for themselves and their loved ones, and they MAKE
it happen no matter what the cost. The words “I can’t” do NOT
exist in the vocabulary of the wealthy. If you continue to say
“I can’t” you may as well just say “I won’t.”
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2. How much have your financial circumstances changed FOR THE
BETTER in the past six months? The past year? The past five
years? The past ten years? Are you chronically broke, and if so,
don’t you think that just might be the result of what you are doing
incorrectly? If you are now and have been broke for the majority
of your life it is NOT because opportunity has not presented itself
to you. To the contrary, it is the direct result of your failure to
recognize and seize opportunity when it presents itself on your
front doorstep.
3. Do you understand that the very definition of the word “insanity” is
doing things the same way over and over, yet expecting to receive
different results? If you want the results you desire, you MUST
change what you are doing. It is evident that what you have been
doing so far is NOT working or you would not still be broke!
4. How much money have you blown on hype this year, and just how
many of those screaming guarantees of “overnight riches” have
actually materialized for you? How much money have you made in
return to date? You need not respond, as I already know the
answer…
5. Have you ever sat down and added up the amount of money you
have WASTED in the past on empty promises of “easy millions?” If
so, what is the total? My guess is that is that it is a LOT.
And most importantly,
6. Are you SATISFIED with your current financial circumstances? Do
you WANT to make money, or are you comfortable with just making
excuses as to why you “can’t” succeed? Are you willing to open
your mind to a new perspective – one that will mean financial
abundance for you and your family – or are you unmotivated and
unwilling to make the investment of positive change in yourself?
Do you really expect your bank account balance to increase all by
itself? If so, I’m afraid I have a reality check for you… IT WILL
NEVER HAPPEN.
Again, I do not mean to be offensive. However, I have learned that
pampering those who continue to talk themselves out of success and
make excuses for their financial misfortune does them NO favors
whatsoever. Ultimately, it will be those individuals who will have to live
with the results (or lack thereof) of their decision making, and sadly,
abundance is NOT in the forecast for their financial future.
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For the sake of your own financial health, I want you to consider the
following analogy:
Imagine that I pulled this brand new Ferrari F430 Spyder into your
driveway, hopped out, tossed you the ignition key and told you that there
is one million dollars ($1M) cash in the trunk.

The money is all YOURS for the taking (along with the car, of course.)
There is only ONE small obstacle standing between you and the money in
the trunk. The trunk requires a separate key, and it will cost $500 to
obtain the key to open the trunk. The stipulation: If you can’t open the
trunk, you can’t have the car. If you want it, you have to unlock the
trunk, period. What would you do?
Would you give me every reason in the world that you could NOT come
up with the $500 necessary to place financial freedom at your feet?
Would you watch me get back in your dream car and take it to your
neighbor’s house so HE could provide the cost to open the trunk?
Would you remain skeptical, because there is no GUARANTEE that the
$500 key would yield the $1M cash for you, completely unmindful of the
VALUE of the car itself?
Or would you try to do it your way by taking a crowbar to the trunk lid,
and then complain how you got “gypped!” when the only thing you
succeed in doing is damaging the car (which will now cost thousands to
repair)?
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If You Answered “Yes” To Any Of
The Questions Set Forth Above,
Now You Know Why You Are
Broke and Are Likely To Remain
That Way.
An individual of sound mind would do whatever was necessary to collect
the cost that it would take to open the trunk the way that was required of
him to retrieve his million dollars and dream car, regardless of how
uncomfortable it was for him to do so.
The analogy above is precisely what the 1 Step System is all about. It
IS the vehicle and the means to your financial freedom. It WILL place
you in a position of financial freedom if you will stop making every excuse
under the sun as to why it won’t, or why you “can’t” do it the way that is
required in order to obtain your fortune. I am living proof that the system
works and it will work for ANYONE who is willing to follow a few very
simple strategies.
You will note, I say simple strategies. That means not making things
complex when they don’t need to be.
This system is called the
1 Step System for a reason. That means it is a SIMPLE system and is
meant to be kept that way.
To give you an example and real, live proof that the 1 Step System
works, I have included below a couple of screenshots for your review. In
order for you to understand the significance of this, you also need to be
aware that I personally just became involved with the company on
February 16, 2006. The date of this writing is March 8, 2006, just 20
days after joining. The screenshots below reflect my stat counters
reflective in the back office of the 1 Step System:
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Now, do you see that icon on the left-hand side that says “45 Sales”? For
each of those sales, I was paid $500.00 CASH. This means that in a total
of twenty (20) days, I earned $22,500 with the 1 Step System. This
means that I have earned an average of $1,125 per DAY with this
system. Could you live on $1,125 per day?
Screenshots of my own Pay Pal and Storm Pay accounts are included
below reflecting several of the payments I received from my sales
between February 17th and March 8th, 2005. (A few of my recruits chose
the Cashier’s Check payment option and are not reflective here.)
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Folks…what I have done with the 1 Step System is NOTHING compared
to what many of the other people working this system have done! I have
only made 45 sales in three weeks, but there are others that have made
57, 75, and 94 sales in the very SAME time frame. And we are just
getting started!
As I stated previously, I am living proof that the 1 Step System works,
and I will not hesitate to supply such proof to anyone who has any doubts
about this system.
The bottom line?
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The 1 Step System IS The
Smart Way to Make Money
Online!
Okay, now that my lecture about how you are keeping yourself broke if
you have NOT already joined 1 Step System is out of the way, let’s
move on to the good stuff! ☺
In the next segments, we will take a closer look at leverage, discuss how
I make *BIG* money with 1 Step System and most importantly, how
YOU can too very easily!
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The Power of Leverage
In order for you to have a solid understanding of what the
1 Step System can do for you, it is critical that you also have a clear
understanding of the power of leverage. Many people join this company
but still don’t “get it” with regard to just how powerful this is.
The best example of leverage that I can provide for you is that of
Microsoft CEO and Founder, Bill Gates, one of the wealthiest men known
to the modern world.
What is it that Gates does differently than the average Joe? This is not
rocket science and merely involves a basic understanding of simple
mathematics:
Microsoft Corporation employs an estimated 25,000 full-time employees,
all of whom work 40 hours per week. Take a look at the math:
25,000 employees x 40 hours per week = 1,000,000 hours
of work per week
This means that Bill Gates is being paid on the productivity of 25,000
employees to the tune of 1,000,000 (One Million) hours per week, yet the
average person is only capable of working 80,000 (eighty thousand)
hours during his or her entire natural lifetime! And how does he
accomplish this?

Through the Power of Leverage.
Mr. Gates leverages both his time and his money through the productivity
of other people, all of whom are working toward his cause and he profits
richly from it. Now, is it any wonder that he’s one of the richest men in
the world today? Not bad for a college drop-out computer geek, eh?
Let’s take a closer look at the mathematics involved in Mr. Gates master
plan:
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We have already calculated that Gates is paid on 1,000,000 hours of
human effort per work week. What is the significance of these numbers?
Well, if we break the mathematics down one step further, we realize that
1,000,000 hours weekly divided by 80,000 hours of work (per 1 human
lifetime), we realize that Gates is able to exhaust 12.5 lifetimes worth of
human energies per week, and for every single work week! Most
impressive, wouldn’t you say? Gates is “squeezing blood from a turnip”
and is filthy rich because of it!
In order for one single individual to accomplish being paid on 1,000,000
hours of work by himself during his entire natural lifetime, that person
would have to:
1. Begin working the day he was born;
2. Work around the clock, 24 hours per day 365 days per year, and
3. Would have to live to be and WORK until he was 114.2 years old!
That person would never sleep, eat or have any form of recreation. He
would have to work every single second of every day. As outrageous as
it sounds, this is the power of the simple mathematics involved in the
master plan of Mr. Bill Gates, and he knew exactly what he was doing as
he built his massive corporation. Now, are you still convinced that you
are going to become wealthy through your own exclusive efforts,
marketing those affiliate programs and without exercising the power of
leverage? I will tell you without hesitation:

It Will Never Happen.
The number of people who are attempting to become wealthy online
today through their own exclusive efforts without exercising the power of
leverage is absolutely baffling to me! They are adamant that they are
going to become rich when they just find the “right” affiliate product that
will sell like mad, but they refuse to employ the principals and business
model that are used by those who already ARE wealthy. They don’t
understand the simple mathematics behind true wealth creation. All you
need is a calculator and the ability to multiply and divide. Run the
numbers for yourself and you will see that you had better take a different
approach to marketing if you intend to make any REAL income.
The bottom line: Leverage is mandatory for wealth creation, and you will
NOT become wealthy without it. You are either exercising the power of
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leverage for yourself, or you are serving as leverage for someone else,
and building their wealth for them.
One of the very reasons that I was so incredibly impressed with the
1 Step System from the moment I looked at it was that it is the most
complete and leveraged income generation system I have ever seen, and
that leverage extends to EVERYONE who joins the company instead of
only to the guy on the top like traditional affiliate programs do. It
actually gives the average person the ability to earn money the same way
millionaires do.
It literally provides the marketing novice with the same kind of leveraged
power based upon simple multiplication that Fortune 500 Companies have
used to build their tremendous wealth – the very SAME business model
that Bill Gates used to create his fortunes, and a system that will PAY the
wealth they deserve. The leverage is created in the productivity of other
people.
Allow me to explain to you how the system works, and to break down for
you in terms of numbers what this means.
When you join the 1 Step System, you enter at the
level. This means that you are an associate of
authorized to market its core product, The Ultimate
The Marketing Associate level can best be defined
“training.”

Marketing Associate
the company, and
Marketer’s Toolbox.
as an associate in

You, together with your sponsor’s assistance, are required to make two
(2) training sales in order to advance to what is called a “Qualified
Associate.” Because your sponsor is assisting you in making those first
two sales (your “training” sales) your sponsor will receive the associate
commissions from your first two sales.
Now, I know that some people will get scared right here, but don’t
worry… There is more than enough to go around for everyone with this
business model, and later on in this eBook you are going to discover how
you can make those two training sales very quickly and with ease. From
that point forward, every dime you make is money in your pocket (and a
LOT of it.) Your sponsor is an individual who is skilled in the marketing
system and can help you knock out those first two sales very quickly by
using the strategies that I will share with you here in a bit.
Once you, the new Marketing Associate, have made your two requisite
training sales, you are advanced to the position of “Qualified Associate”
and you keep all proceeds from every single sale that you make as long
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as you are with the company. You are a Qualified Associate for life, and
you will never have to share any additional commissions with your
sponsor. Now that you are a Qualified Associate, YOU will receive the first
two (“training”) sales from each of your new recruits. Pretty cool, eh?
But wait, because it gets a whole lot better, and this system is far more
powerful than most people (even existing 1 Step System associates)
truly understand.
What many people I have spoken with about the 1 Step System do not
seem to grasp is that when you become a Qualified Associate and begin
recruiting new Marketing Associates, you don’t just receive the
commissions from your Marketing Associate’s training sales, you also
“inherit” the new Marketing Associates attached to those sales. This
means you stand to also receive two training sale commissions from
EACH of those new Marketing Associates that were brought to you
through the training sales of your first Marketing Associate.
Let’s put names to these Marketing Associates to help you better
understand how this works.
Let’s assume that your name is Ted.
You were recruited to the
1 Step System by Ann. You enter at the Marketing Associate level.
Together, with Ann’s assistance, you complete your two training sales
when you recruit Karen and Steve. Now that Karen and Steve have
joined the company as Marketing Associates, you are advanced to the
position of Qualified Associate. You are now well trained in recruiting,
having made your first two sales. Now that you are a Qualified Associate,
you start building your own team of associates.
Because Karen and Steve were your first two training sales, they become
the “property” of your sponsor, Ann. You then “break away” from Ann in
the sense of retaining all of your own future sales and recruits. You will
always remain on Ann’s team, but you are no longer required to share
any commissions with Ann.
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←←
↑
Ted (Marketing Associate)
↑
Ann (Qualified Associate)

↑

Training Sales

↑
↑
Karen
$500

Steve
$500

→→→

Ann goes on her way training Karen and Steve, and helping them to each
get their first two training sales so they can also advance to Qualified
Associates, and the process repeats (ad infinitum.)
You then recruit Mike and John. Because you are a Qualified Associate,
you retain the commissions for recruiting Mike and John. You now help
Mike and John to each make their first two training sales. Because you
are the Qualified Associate, the commissions from Mike and John’s
training sales also go to you. Once those training sales have been made
for Mike and John, they “break away” from you and begin building their
own teams. This means that Mike and John each made two sales (four
sales total) and the commissions from all four sales went to you as the
Qualified Associate, so as the result of making two sales on your own,
you received the commissions on SIX sales.
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Ted (Qualified Associate)

←←
↑

Mike (Marketing Associate)
$500

↑
→ ↑

Training Sales

↑
Sally

Carl

$500

$500

↑
→→→ ↑
↑
↑

John (Marketing Associate)
$500

↑
→ ↑

Training Sales

↑
↑
Jane
$500

Bob
$500

→ →→→

With those four training sales brought to you by Mike and John
(remember, they each made two training sales) ALSO came four new
Marketing Associates onto your team, each of whom are required to make
two training sales in order to be advanced to Qualified Associate and
“break away.”
So, you see, it is NOT just the dollars that you receive with your
Marketing Associates’ training sales – you also receive the people
attached to those sales, all of whom are required to make their first two
training sales and pass those sales up to YOU as their sponsor.
So let’s have a look at the math behind this business model, and really
drive home for you just how powerful this is:
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Remember, you are Ted, and Karen and Steve were your two training
sales, so you are now a Qualified Associate.
Ann received Karen and Steve, Ted’s first two (training) sales.
Karen =
$500
Steve = + $500
Ann (QA) $1,000
Ann Received $1,000 for Ted’s training sales. Ted (you) have now been
advanced to QA.
Ted (you) recruits Mike and John, and receives the money when they
come into the company and buy The Ultimate Marketer’s Toolbox:
Mike =
$500
John = + $500
Ted (QA) $1,000
Mike and John are now both Marketing Associates. They each recruit two
Marketing Associates so they can be advanced to QA and “break away”:
Mike

John

Sally = $500
Carl = $500

Jane = $500
Bob = $500

Ted (QA) $1,000+Ted (QA) $1,000

Ted: $2,000
Ted (you) just made $2,000 total from Mike and John’s training sales.
While Mike and John are now both Qualified Associates and are eligible to
“break away,” in the process of their qualification for Qualified Associate,
YOU inherited Sally, Jane, Carl and Bob, who EACH must bring you two
training sales in order to be advanced to Qualified Associate!
That means you stand to profit from eight (8) training sales of new
Marketing Associates, in addition to your own personal recruits! In terms
of numbers, those four Marketing Associates brought to you by Mike and
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John will equate to an additional $4,000 in your pocket when they each
make their first two training sales!
4 Marketing Associates x 2 Training Sales Each = 8 Training Sales
8 Training Sales x $500 Each = $4,000
Once those eight (8) new Marketing Associates come into the company
through the training sales of Sally, Carl, Jane and Bob, you will have eight
(8) additional Marketing Associates on your team, all of whom are
required to make two training sales and pass them up to you! Using this
model, your team grows exponentially, and VERY quickly! The leverage is
all based upon the power of duplication since each new Marketing
Associate is required to make their two training sales in order to advance
to Qualified Associate.
2 x 2 = 4 x 2 = 8 x 2 = 16 x 2 = 32 x 2 = 64 x 2 =
128 x 2 = 256 x 2 = 512 x 2 = 1024 x 2 = 2048 … ad infinitum
Now, take each of the highlighted numbers above, and multiply those
numbers by $500. I will save you the math…

By Applying the Example Above,
You Have Just Made
$2,046,000 CASH
Yes, you read that correctly. I said $2 Million, forty-six thousand dollars
and you personally only recruited TWO sales. Now, imagine what would
happen if you continued to make additional sales of your own while your
Marketing Associates were busy satisfying their training sale
requirements. Any guess as to what would happen?

You Would Be a Multi-Millionaire
Within a VERY Short Time.
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That, my friend, is the POWER of leverage, duplication and exponential
growth, and it is HOW the wealthy get that way. Believe in or work for
anything less, and you are missing out on a LOT of money.
Not realistic, or even possible, you say? Think again. Allow me to refer
you back to my stat counter from the 1 Step System back office…

Forty-five sales in 20 days, folks, at $500 each.

Yes, This Is The Real Deal!
…and leverage is a beautiful thing.
Now, you are probably saying, “Yeah, but how challenging is it to do that?
There is probably a lot of competition out there, and I have NO
experience in marketing.”
Well, as I said in previous segments, there are going to be challenges
associated with ANY form of income producing business, and it will
require some work. You are kidding yourself to believe otherwise, and
chances are, you are going broke in your never-ending quest for the
infamous, effortless “pot-o-gold” at the end of the rainbow.
This system takes some effort, just like anything REAL does. The good
news is that I am going to share with you the marketing methods I use
which substantially reduce the effort and expense required of you to
make the kind of numbers I have demonstrated above a reality for you.
These methods have been tried, tested and proven over and over again in
my own internet business, and have NEVER failed to pay off yet.
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Now, let’s take a brief glimpse at history to see if we can’t figure out the
marketing strategies of those who have enjoyed tremendous financial
success, and more importantly, what WE can do to duplicate that success.
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The Gold Rush
In the early part of January, 1848, gold was discovered in a California
saw mill then under construction by contractor, James W. Marshall. As
word of the gold discovery spread, thousands became afflicted with “Gold
Fever” and flooded the West in determination to strike it rich. And who
was it that became independently wealthy nearly overnight from the
“Gold Fever” of the mid 1800s? Mr. Samuel Brannan, the man who
supplied the gold prospectors with the TOOLS to mine for the gold!
Mr. Brannan capitalized upon the greed and obsession of others to
become wealthy, and as a result, it was Mr. Brannan who became
incredibly wealthy nearly overnight. His riches were the direct result of
his ability to foresee and cater to the determination of others to strike it
rich and he supplied the necessary tools for the gold prospectors who
stampeded the West in hopes of staking a claim on the gold. In order to
create wealth online, you must hold the same mind set as Mr. Brannan.
You must present to and provide the masses with the tools necessary for
them to accomplish every internet marketer’s obsession – making money
on the internet.
This is precisely what Rod Stinson and Chris Kohl have accomplished with
their creation of The Ultimate Marketer’s Toolbox. Rod and Chris are
supplying the TOOLS to marketers worldwide that will help them to
become better marketers and make money in any business venture.
They provide us with an incredible business opportunity associated with
The Ultimate Marketer’s Toolbox called the 1 Step System which allows
us to profit as Mr. Brannan did by selling the tools necessary for the
prospectors to mine their gold.
Your only requirement in order to succeed with 1 Step System and to
make the kind of money you have only dreamed about to date is to drive
people to the opportunity by placing your associate website in front of
them so that they can register for the free 37-minute teleseminar that
Rod Stinson hosts each week night. That’s it! Visitors arrive at your
website, they read the information at the site, register for the call, and
the rest of the work is done for you through Rod’s teleseminar. This is
WHY the system is called the 1 Step System!
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“Gee, Stephanie…that’s real swell and all but driving internet traffic is the
MOST common problem that marketers face on the internet to begin
with! If we all KNEW how to do that, we would already be making
money! Did you just fall off the turnip truck and bump your head?!”
What? You actually think I that I’m not fully prepared to provide you with
a solution to this little dilemma as well? C’mon, guys! Give me a little
credit here, would you? You must have forgotten… I’M the IDIOT who
spent $150,000 in “stupid tax” to figure out this whole internet marketing
game!
Believe it or not, I DID eventually learn a thing or two after blowing all
that money by doing everything the HARD (and wrong) way! ☺
Now, in order for you to understand HOW I have achieved tremendous
business success by using the methods I’m about to share with you, first
you need to have a clear understanding of the psychology of marketing,
and more importantly, the psychology of marketers on the internet. The
next segment should help you understand why you may not be receiving
the kind of response that you are striving for, and will help to identify
where you may need to adjust your promotional efforts. Thereafter, we
will move on to discuss traffic!
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Marketing Psychology 101
Successful marketing is not about selling and it is not about telling – it is
about PSYCHOLOGY. Allow me to explain:
As human beings, our thoughts dictate our feelings, our feelings dictate
our actions and our actions dictate our results. The vast majority of
consumer purchases are based upon emotion (feelings) rather than logic
(thought.) We may ultimately decide that we need to lose weight
because it is good for our health. But what is the real motivator that
makes us hand over our credit card number to buy the latest weight loss
product to hit the market? Is it because we see a doctor in a white coat
telling all about the health benefits of weight loss and suggesting that we
buy the product? NO. That is boring and hardly appeals to human
emotion. It IS the gorgeous Baywatch Babe on the beach in her bikini
telling you in a sexy voice “Just 30 days ago I weighed 400 lbs, but then I
found Fat-Be-Gone and all my stubborn, ugly fat melted away! Just use
the Fat-Be-Gone patch once a day and in 30 days, you will look just like
me!” Okay, I know it sounds ridiculous, but it’s true nonetheless.
You did not whip out your credit card and buy the Fat-Be-Gone patches
because some doctor in a white coat told you all of the medical reasons
you NEED to lose weight. You bought the patches because you are
unhappy with your current weight. You don’t like the way you look and
you don’t like the way you feel. You made the purchase to satisfy your
desire to look and feel better, to avoid embarrassment and to increase
your self esteem and happiness. You took the action of buying the
patches in an effort to achieve the results you desire. Your purchase of
the patches was therefore driven by your feelings, NOT your thoughts.
Subliminal messages are sent to our frontal lobe (the executive center of
the brain) through visual and audio stimuli, which are then transported to
our limbic system (the emotional center) where we develop our feelings
about what we have just seen or heard. The limbic system then
transports a message back to the frontal lobe telling it how we feel, and
we respond in ACTION according to what our feelings told our brain to do.
Here’s another example of how our actions are driven by our feelings:
You are walking down a path, and out of the corner of your eye you get a
glimpse of a large stick. Your brain screams “SNAKE!” You suddenly lose
your breath and your heart rate shoots off the Richter scale as you jump
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back 3 feet to avoid the snake. Let’s analyze what really happened here.
Your brain told your emotions that you saw a snake. What made you
react physically by jumping back? It was your FEAR, which is a FEELING.
When you look a little closer, your brain realizes that it was just a stick all
along. Your frontal lobe tells your limbic system to settle down – it’s just
a stick and it won’t bite. Your fear subsides, your heart stops pounding
and you continue down the path.
It is our nature as human beings to want to be happy and comfortable.
What brings about happiness and comfort? Increase in pleasure and
reduction of pain. These are the TWO primary reasons for the majority of
consumer purchases and the driving force that has exploded the
information market. People don’t buy information because they are just
curious. People buy information to change the way they feel. They buy
information because they are in search of a solution to a problem or they
are seeking some way to improve the quality of their lives. Problems
reduce happiness and comfort and increase pain, so people buy
information to solve their problems.
Most people carry the perception that money is the answer to all of their
life’s problems. Money will make them happier because money will
reduce their discomfort. I believe that money is NOT the answer to
everything, but having an abundance of it certainly does make life a lot
easier. When you have plenty of money, you are usually able to increase
your pleasure and decrease your pain because you are able to pay for the
solution to your problem to eliminate the pain from your life (such as that
B.O.S.S. of yours that is a royal pain in your a**!☺) Therefore, a
consumer’s emotions are the driving force behind his action of making a
purchase when he finds the solution to his problem. Let’s face it…

People Are EMOTIONAL Where It
Comes To Money.
Were this not the case, we wouldn’t hear nearly half of the divorcees in
our nation citing “financial problems” as being the chief reason for the
failure of their marriages.
Think back to Samuel Brannan and the Gold Rush of the mid-1800s. The
gold prospectors were determined to fulfill their obsession to strike it rich.
It was their belief that they could only get to the gold, they would be rich
beyond their wildest dreams, all of their life’s troubles would be disappear
and they would live happily ever after. They were seeking the gold in an
effort to increase their comfort and decrease their pain.
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Each gold prospector was determined to be the FIRST to strike the gold,
but they all needed the same tools in order to achieve their goal.
Mr. Brannan was the only supplier of the tools that every prospector
needed in order to mine for the gold. He produced the shovels, picks and
lanterns that the miners would need to satisfy in their rabid hunger for
riches, and then…
Mr. Brannan retired on a private beach in Tahiti, sipping an umbrella
drink because he made a fortune in selling the tools to the money-hungry
prospectors! ☺ Smart guy!
Do you think that Mr. Brannan sold out of tools just because he had a
name for carrying the most durable shovels and picks in town? No! He
sold out because the gold prospectors had their sights set on one thing
and one thing only … they wanted gold and they wanted it NOW. There
was only one obstacle standing between the salivating prospectors and
their gold – the TOOLS that would allow them to get to the gold. It was
all relative to supply and demand. Mr. Brannan was the only individual
with the solution to their problem.
The point I aim to make in this segment is that people in the marketplace
are looking to fulfill THEIR needs. They know WHAT they want… they just
don’t always know HOW to go about getting it. They are searching for a
way to satisfy their emotional desires.
Okay, now that we understand that human emotion is the driving force
behind the consumer market, let’s apply this same theory to the millions
of marketers online who are failing to make sales and money. Those
marketers are trying to sell a product or service in the interest of making
money. Their desire to make money is fueled by a problem or some kind
of pain. That pain then becomes more severe when they fail to make
sales of their product or service so that they can make the money to
solve their original problem. Make sense? It is a VICIOUS cycle.
The 1 Step System is the ANSWER to that problem. It is a complete
system that will educate failing marketers and get them making money
right now. All of the tools that they need to run an effective business and
make big money are included in the 1 Step System. Rod Stinson and
Chris Kohl have clearly demonstrated this by creating the marketing tools
that they have for all associates’ use in the back office of the
1 Step System, and in the creation of The Ultimate Marketer’s Toolbox
itself.
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The system is designed so that people who want to make money can get
on the FREE teleseminar call and hear the information about the
1 Step System, but for whatever reason, a large percentage of the
people out there are afraid to take even that small action for themselves
in the interest in solving their own financial problems. It’s 37-minutes of
your life and it’s FREE! It doesn’t get much easier than that, folks!
Nonetheless, there are many people who still want all the answers before
they even hear the information that is offered on the teleseminar about
the system itself and how it could change their financial picture. I can’t
tell you how many times people have called me and said “Hi, Stephanie.
I’m looking very seriously at the 1 Step System, but first I need to know
more about it.” to which I routinely reply “Have you heard the call?” Nine
times out of ten, their answer is “NO.”
How anyone can be looking seriously at something that they haven’t even
obtained the very basic information about, and why they have a million
questions about the system when they have not yet even heard the call is
beyond me, but they do nonetheless. There is only ONE logical answer to
this question. They want to know if the system WORKS before they look
any further. I have already clearly answered that question in earlier
segments of this eBook.

I AM Living Proof That the
1 Step System Works.
The second question they ask me, without fail, has been, “HOW?”
The most common problem I have heard so far from the people that I
have introduced to the 1 Step System is “I don’t know how to get people
to my website to take a look at the 1 Step System. I know if they would
just take look at this amazing system, they would see how it would
change their lives drastically.”
I agree, completely, but the fact is that we cannot control the behaviors
of other people. We can’t MAKE them do what we want them to do by
getting on the teleseminar call to hear the information for themselves.
You can lead a horse to water, but you cannot MAKE it drink.
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Generally speaking, people are negative. If they have failed repeatedly
to make money online in other endeavors, they will talk themselves out
of something before they even give it a fair look.

This is NOT the System You
Want to Talk Yourselves Out of,
Folks.
The primary reason that people talk themselves out of something that
looks so unbelievably profitable is that they simply don’t know HOW to
make it work. That is why I have decided to make it easy for you, and
that is what this eBook is ALL about.
What Rod and Chris have created is in incredibly high demand because
people NEED to be educated in effective marketing in order to make any
money. As I said before, your choices are EDUCATION or IGNORANCE,
and trust me… ignorance is FAR more expensive.
If people already had the skills required for effective marketing, they
would all be making a whole lot more money, right? So we agree that
Rod and Chris’ product solves the problem that most people, regardless
of what they are trying to market, desperately NEED in order to make
money. Chris and Rod have provided the education.
Now what remains is the burden of taking the 1 Step System to the
market and getting the opportunity out there in front of the world so that
you can start making sales. Most savvy consumers want this problem
solved before they make the commitment to join a business. They want
a proven strategy. Once pinpointed, they know WHAT their vehicle will
be for success, but now they need to know HOW to drive it. This is where
the advertising nightmare, the single largest problem faced by marketers
worldwide, comes in. We will address advertising in the next segment.
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Effective Ad Writing
First, if you are already a 1 Step System associate, but you are not
making the number of sales that you would like to make, let’s discuss
what your advertising may be lacking.
In this segment I will provide some basic tips for creating effective ads,
followed by the resources that I personally use and recommend for
driving traffic to your website.
When constructing your ad, you need to understand that the subject line
is the MOST important part of your advertisement. If your headline fails
to capture the attention of the reader and your ad fails to speak to the
reader in such a manner that will indicate that you have the solution to
THEIR problem, the remainder of your ad will be wholly ignored and you
won’t make any money.
If you are attempting to make sales by focusing on the features of the
product that you have to offer, it’s no wonder that you aren’t making any
money. You must focus on the problem of the consumer, by providing
the solution to their problem. Your focus should not be on the product
itself. In order to do so, you need to put yourself in the consumer’s shoes
to determine the root cause driving their search for a solution. In simple
terms, you MUST figure out what their problem is and cater to them by
providing a solution, and your ad must be strategically designed to let the
reader know that you can help them by solving their problem. Only by
doing so are you speaking to the emotions of the consumer, which will
ultimately dictate their decision to investigate your ad further and make
the purchase.
For example, if you are attempting to recruit others to the
1 Step System by telling them that “It only requires 1 step!” this is likely
why you aren’t making any money. We all know it is a 1 Step System.
It just doesn’t get much clearer than that - the name says it all, folks! ☺
But telling someone that “It only requires 1Step!” doesn’t indicate to the
reader that you have a solution to THEIR problem. This person could
care less if your offer involves one step or twelve if what you are offering
doesn’t help them eliminate THEIR pain. Let me give you an example by
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comparing the two ads below. In this instance, the reader’s problem is
that they hate their boss and want to quit their job. The sooner, the
better.
Ad Number 2

Ad Number 1
Our System Has Only 1 Step

Wanna Tell The Boss To Kiss Off?

It Is Easy Because There Is Only 1 Step. You
Can Make Lots of Money.
www.1StepSystem.com

Make $500/Day In The Next 24 – 48 Hours. No Selling
or Prospecting! No Kidding. I Prove It.
www.1StepSystem.com

Which ad do you think is going to pull the better response? Ad Number
2, without a doubt. Why?
The headline of Ad Number 2 grabs the reader’s attention by addressing
the reader’s problem (hating her boss and wanting to walk away from her
job yesterday). It asks a question that the reader will automatically
answer in the affirmative, and offers an immediate solution to the
problem that the reader has just admitted to herself that she has. It
“gets inside the mind” of the reader and connects with HER problem and
her feelings. Ad Number 2 makes the reader feel that it is about HER,
and not your system. She is therefore more likely to pay her attention to
the ad.
Ad Number 1 is “telling.” The headline does not imply that you have a
solution to the reader’s problem. It simply tells about what YOU have.
For the reader who is in search of a solution to their problem, Ad Number
1 won’t even catch their attention. If they even bother to look at Ad
Number 1, they are likely to think “Big Deal. What does that do for the
fact that I hate my boss and can’t stomach to look at his face for one
more day?” and they will just move on without giving your ad serious
attention.
The second question that comes to mind for most people who are in
search of a solution is “HOW?” Your ad needs to imply that YOU have the
answer to this question. Then, and only then, will the reader open their
mind to looking at what you have to offer.
Think in these terms: You receive an email from someone you don’t
know that has a subject line reading “We have the best Widget on the
globe so buy it now!” what happens? Click! It goes right to the trash bin.
Must be a sales pitch – it’s junk. You don’t want to hear about how their
Super-Duper Turbo-Powered Widget is the best widget on the planet and
that you need to get yours RIGHT NOW. You want to solve YOUR
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problem, and the subject line to this ad has provided no indication
whatsoever as to HOW their Widget will solve your problem.
They haven’t even enticed you to read the rest of their ad, so you didn’t
even give it the time of day. You want to know what the bottom line
results are going to mean for YOU, and HOW what they have to offer you
is going to help you to achieve your primary goal.
Now, if your problem happens to be a lack of money, and if the headline
would have indicated HOW their Widget could make you wealthy, maybe
it would have captured your attention. But instead, they just told you
how their Widget was the best, and you didn’t look any further into what
they were offering.
We must bear in mind that people are on the internet are searching for a
reason. They are looking to fulfill a need of their own – not a need of
yours. You need to keep this in mind when you write all of your ads.
Think about what the person who is reading your ad might want. Here is
a hint… most people want money but they don’t know HOW to get it.
They want to know HOW what you have to offer them is going to result in
money in their bank account.
If your ad copy is pathetic, it doesn’t matter WHERE you advertise or how
much you spend, you won’t make any money. The tips that I am going to
give you are those that I have learned through trial and error, and they
work, period.
I have heard many internet “gurus” say that the longer and more
“hypnotic” the ad, the better. I completely disagree, and I base this
opinion on my own personal experience and market testing. I personally
will NOT sit there and read a 36-paragraph email. I get bored too easily.
I want the writer to get to the point. Time is money. I know it sounds a
bit abrasive, but it’s true. In my opinion, juicy, long winded copy should
be reserved for the sales page of a website, NOT in your advertisement
compelling the reader to visit your website. If your ad is too long and
rambling, it will sound like Charlie Brown’s teacher in the mind of the
reader…”Wa Wa Wa Wa Wa Wa…” and the reader won’t retain a word that
you are saying to them. They will click out and delete the ad from their
life.
Whether I am advertising in a pay-per-click, or I am advertising in an
eZine, I rarely use more than a three or four line Google type ad (with
only a few exceptions, which I will review later on in this eBook.) I don’t
have all day to spend writing rambling ads about how wonderful
something is. I quickly gain the reader’s attention with my headline, I tell
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it like it is, give the reader access to the information that they are
seeking so that they can look at it for themselves and make their own
decisions. Then I am on my way.
If your ad’s headline (whether you are advertising on Google, by email, in
eZines or any other medium) is boring, you can just forget it. Most
people won’t even bother reading the rest of the ad and you will receive
very few responses. It’s okay to be outrageous, creative, humorous,
blunt, bold and even downright rude if it pulls attention. You might think
it’s “not nice” or “politically correct” but I will guarantee you that my
“socially retarded” ad will out-perform your “nice” ad any day of the
week, hands down.
This is a marketing practice utilized and taught by The Rich Jerk, and I
can personally attest to its effectiveness because I use it myself and have
made a LOT of money with it. He writes like a creep, and he makes
millions. Why? Simple… SHOCK VALUE.
People click on his ads because they are intrigued by them. They pull
attention (even if it is negative attention) in a Howard Stern kind of
fashion. Having personally met The Rich Jerk, I can attest to the fact that
he is anything BUT a creep. Sure, his internet etiquette has something to
be desired, there is no arguing that. But his marketing image of being
the world’s largest bigot has made him millions of dollars.
The poll results provide rock-hard, solid proof. People who love Howard
Stern listen to him faithfully. People who hate Howard Stern listen twice
as long as his avid fans just for the shock value. While they despise him,
they are amazed that he has the guts to make the public jackass of
himself that he does. Regardless of the fact that they loathe him, they
listen to him often just to hear what he’s going to say next. This
marketing technique works, and that is precisely how The Rich Jerk
separated ME from my money to begin with. I stumbled across his
website, could not believe the outrageous sales copy I was reading and I
bought his eBook just to see what the guy was going to say next because
I was intrigued by his audacious style. He got MY money, so I know it
works!
Now, don’t get me wrong here. I’m not suggesting that you verbally
annihilate people, tell them that their mother dresses them funny or kick
them in the shins. But I am suggesting that you make bold, shout-outloud, attention getting kind of statements in your subject lines, but make
them in a matter-of-fact way. Before writing this eBook, I surfed Google
and other internet advertising resources to see how various
1 Step System associates are advertising. Let’s just say that I was NOT
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in the least bit surprised that many of them are not making the kind of
money that they want to make. Many of the ads I saw would not have
received two seconds of my attention were I not actually searching for
them.
If you cannot find it within yourself to be outrageous, at a bare minimum,
you are going to have to peak the reader’s interest in order to get them
to read what you have to say and investigate what you have to offer. A
proven method of doing so is to ask a question as I did in the example
above, because the reader will automatically answer the question to him
or herself. If you ask the right questions, the reader answers the
question in his or her own mind in the affirmative (such as “Tired of being
flat broke?”) they are more likely to read the rest of the ad. What you
have done by creating this kind of “connection” with the reader has
significantly increased your chances that he or she will give your ad the
attention you are seeking.
Below are a couple of examples of PPC ads I ran in a split-test when I
first joined 1 Step System, and they both out-performed the dull, boring
ads I ran:
Hey Idiot

You’re Ugly

Wanna Make $500/Day With No Selling
or Prospecting? No Kidding. Gosh!
www.FilthyRichIn20Days.com

So am I. But I’m Ugly & Rich
Don’t be ugly & broke. It sucks
www.FilthyRichIn20Days.com

*If you haven’t seen the movie Napoleon Dynamite (my kids’ favorite)
you are not likely to understand the humor behind PPC ad #1. It got a
LOT of clicks because it stuck out among all of the boring headlines on
the page even though it is a bit insulting. People clicked on it like mad, so
maybe they thought I was addressing them personally? Hey, if the shoe
fits!... ☺
As twisted as it may sound, when someone is frantically searching the
internet looking for an immediate answer to their problem, it is usually
because they are in a LOT of pain. They need an answer, and they need it
NOW. They are already feeling pretty low because they are broke and
getting broker by the minute. They are frustrated beyond belief because
they have spent hundreds or thousands of dollars on “how to” material
and still have never made a dime online. They think “I must be a
complete moron. Why can’t I figure out how to make any money at
this?” I say this from personal experience, guys. I have BEEN that
moron!
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While it may seem insensitive to say “Hey Idiot” to catch someone’s
attention, 99.9% of the people in this frame of mind are going to
subconsciously respond “Yeah, you must be talking to me.” They click on
the ad, they find the solution, and their self-esteem quickly recovers once
they are back on track and making real money.
Another ad that has pulled like crazy is “I Made $19,000 in 13 Days. I will
prove it. You can too. No kidding.” (And I did! ☺) The thought that goes
through the reader’s mind is “How DID she do that, and how can I do the
same?” They read the ad, visit my website, get on the call and join
1 Step System when they see how it can help them make that kind of
money as well.
You do NOT need to give a long-winded sermon to make a sale. Short,
sweet and straight to the point does the job for me every single time!
Mastering the art of effective ad copy takes practice, testing, time,
patience and a willingness to make adjustments so that you can repeat
the process and guage your results. Make it fun. There are no “standard
rules” as to what works and what does not. Only your results can dictate
what is and is not effective. However, the information that I have
provided you in this segment will let you know what I have found to be
effective and what is ineffective..
If you haven’t already done so, you NEED to study the material in The
Ultimate Marketer’s Toolbox. If you have not yet purchased The Ultimate
Marketer’s Toolbox, you can do so right now by Clicking Here. When
you arrive at the web page, click on Rod Stinson’s picture (the man with
the headset) and you will be placed directly into the sign up form to
complete your purchase.
If you have written an effective ad, the reader will feel that what you
have to offer will solve their problem. However, they will first probably
want to know what sort of results others are receiving before they put
their necks and wallets on the line. They want to know more about it,
how it is working for others and most importantly, how it will work for
them. They will equally want any potential problems resolved BEFORE
they buy into it. That is completely understandable and simply being an
intelligent consumer.
That is why there are recorded testimonials on the home page of the
website, and why I put my telephone number on my associate page.
People call me all the time and I have no problem providing them with
proof of the money I am making with the 1 Step System or telling them
HOW I am making the sales.
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Internet Traffic:
The Great Challenge
Of Every Marketer
Advertising is expensive. You don’t have a million dollars stuffed under
your mattress to launch a massive advertising campaign, because if you
did, you wouldn’t be reading this eBook. You can’t afford to spend a
whole lot on advertising until you start making sales, right? To further
complicate matters there are thousands of other people out there
competing for the same sales. So how are YOU supposed to compete?
How are you supposed to get traffic to YOUR website so that people will
sign up for the teleseminar and YOU will start making money so that you
can afford to advertise? Vicious cycle, isn’t it?
Fear not! For every problem, there is an equal and opposite solution. I
have written this FREE eBook in the interest of solving that problem FOR
you.
In this segment, I will first share with you several of the very same
resources that I am personally using to generate TONS of targeted traffic
to my 1 Step System website, and as a result, making a lot sales and
money. But it even gets better than that…

I Am Also Going to Show You How
You Can Make a TON of Sales
Without Spending a Dime of Your
Own Money on Advertising.
That’s right – you heard me correctly. I am going to show you how you
can make a TON of sales with 1 Step System without spending one cent
of your own money on advertising, keeping 100% of your profits where
they belong… in your bank account.
Let’s get busy.
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There are expensive ways to advertise, and there are inexpensive ways.
There are easy ways, and there are difficult ways. Regardless of which
way you do it, you MUST generate traffic to your website, and a LOT of it,
or you will stay broke. This, as I’m sure you are already aware, is the
cardinal rule of internet marketing, whether you are marketing
1 Step System or anything else for that matter.
This can create a major challenge for the person who is operating on a
limited budget, and one who has no established opt-in list, but it is NOT
impossible. First, allow me to clarify for you that I am not focusing my
advertising efforts exclusively online. Why, you may ask? The answer is
simple…

The Competition Is FAR Greater
On The Internet.
Think about this for a moment. I want you to visualize the internet
market like a river. It is salmon season, and all of the fishermen crowd
around the popular “honey hole” competing for the fish. Their lines get
crossed, they bump into one another, and they begin to act like 7th grade
adolescents. They tell stories of fish that grow an inch bigger with every
beer they guzzle, they yell, curse and throw fits. When one of their
fishing pole bells starts ringing, pandemonium erupts that will make any
person of sound mind run for cover. If you have ever been along the
riverbank when the salmon are running, you know exactly what I’m
referring to.
Something catches your attention from the corner of your eye. You look
upstream and notice a lone fisherman in last year’s “hot spot.” Why?
Because he is smart, THAT’S why. Instead of just watching the fish, this
guy also observed closely the BEHAVIOR OF THE FISHERMEN. This old
guy is intelligent enough to realize that last year’s hot spot was tried,
tested and proven and is by no means, fished out. He has been catching
fish there for years. He knows the right bait to use, and he knows that
his conversion ratio is far higher than most of the fishermen in the “honey
hole” who are scrambling and fighting for the same catch. Snickering,
this lone fisherman pulls one bright fish after another up onto the bank.
He is happy, and goes home with his bounty to have himself a nice fish
dinner, while the others will be back again tomorrow arguing and fighting
over the fish in the “honey hole.”
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I am privy to a great many offline advertising resources that will
s-t-r-e-t-c-h the advertising dollar much farther than most online
advertising resources and will typically provide for a much higher sales
conversion. Because I have these secrets, I pay a fraction of the cost for
more than double the exposure when I advertise using offline methods,
thereby retaining even more of my profits! I will share with you the
resources that I am using for offline marketing, and then we will move
into the online marketing arena.
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Offline Advertising
Do NOT underestimate the power of offline advertising resources!
Businesses worldwide have successfully utilized the power of print
advertising for centuries, and it just plain works! Print publishing has
been the chief vehicle for spreading the news since the days of the
Roman Empire, beginning with the Daily Gazette in 59 BC, and in
commercial trade since the 17th century.
Print Classifieds
Now, as with any form of advertising, there is an expensive way to obtain
it, and there is an affordable way. I personally prefer the affordable way!
The key to successful print advertising is getting maximum exposure for
your advertising dollar. What many people do not realize is that running
down to your local newspaper and placing a classified ad is NOT the
means to maximum exposure at minimal cost. I think that most would
agree with me that to run a 20-word ad in your local newspaper for a
week would cost you $100 or more. However, I recently ran a 33-word
classified ad in 117 newspapers in my state, with a combined circulation
of 1.96 Million people for just $251! This means that I paid less than a
penny per ad! The results? I made multiple sales beginning the very first
day the ad came out in print, which equates to $2,500 in commissions.
Therefore, my ROI (Return on Investment) was $2,249, or 975.5%. Beat
that!
I’m willing to bet that you are asking yourself, “How’d she do that?” Well,
it is really quite simple, and in fact, it is more convenient than running
down to your local newspaper to run a classified advertisement. You see,
each state has what is called a Statewide Classified Ad Network (SCAN.)
The SCAN is best defined as a “mother” company which comprises a
network of many of the independently owned and operated newspaper
agencies in any given state. Each SCAN has its own flat-rate fee schedule
for publishing your ad in each of the participating newspapers within its
network. Many of the networks consist of several hundred newspapers.
Therefore, when you order classified advertising through the SCAN for
any given state, your ad is published in EACH of the participating
newspapers, instead of only in the newspaper in your local area! This
means your reach is by far greater than it would be if you simply ran an
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ad in your local newspaper, and you get your ads for just pennies on the
dollar!
Now, in case you are not aware, when you are placing print newspaper
ads, you always want to target areas with the highest circulation.
Readership and circulation are two different things, and estimated
readership is typically calculated by multiplying the circulation of the
newspaper by 2.5. So when my ad ran at 1.96 Million in circulation, I
was actually placing my ad before the eyeballs of an estimated 4.9 Million
people!
If you have ever purchased print advertising and did not order your ads
through the SCANS, I’m sorry to say that most of your money was
wasted!
Below, I am listing the contact information for each of the SCANs that I
have compiled to date, and the corresponding pricing information for
advertising with each as of my last update:

Alabama Press Association
3324 Independence Drive, Suite 200
Birmingham , Alabama 35209
Phone: (205) 871-7737, Fax: (205) 871-7740
1st 25 words: $195, Extra words: $7.50 ea.
Total Circulation: 850,000
Number of Publications: 118
Deadline: Monday/5 p.m.
Web Address: www.alabamapress.com/
Arizona Newspapers Association
1001 North Central Avenue, Suite 670
Phoenix , Arizona 85014
Phone: (602) 261-7655, Fax: (602) 261-7525
1st 25 words: $315, Extra words: $11.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,102,080
Number of Publications: 88
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.ananews.com
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Arkansas Press Association
1701 Broadway
Little Rock , Arkansas 72206
Phone: (501) 374-1500, Fax: (501) 374-7509
1st 25 words: $225, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 975,000
Number of Publications: 115
Deadline: Wednesday/3 p.m.
Web Address: http://www.ArkansasPress.org
California Statewide Classified Advertising Network (Cal-Scan)
1225 8th Street, Suite 260
Sacramento , California 95814
Phone: (916) 288-6000, Fax: (916) 288-6022
1st 25 words: $500, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 2,705,000
Number of Publications: 200 +
Deadline: Wednesday/10 a.m.
Web Address: http://www.cal-scan.com/
Colorado Press Association
1336 Glenarm Place
Denver , Colorado 80204
Phone: (303) 571-5117, Fax: (303) 571-1803
1st 25 words: $200, Extra words: $7.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 461,262
Number of Publications: 250
Deadline: Wednesday/5p.m.
Web Address:
http://www.coloradopressassociation.com/Advertising.htm
Florida Press Association
122 South Calhoun Street
Tallahassee , Florida 32301
Phone: (850) 222-5790, Fax: (850) 222-4498
1st 25 words: $450, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 2,413,266
Number of Publications: 150
Deadline: Tuesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.flpress.com
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Georgia Press Association
Georgia Press Building
3066 Mercer University Drive, Suite 200
Atlanta, Georgia 30341-4137
Phone: (770) 454-6776, Fax: (770) 454-6778
1st 25 words: $300, Extra words: $6.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,900,000
Number of Publications: 101
Deadline: Monday/5 p.m.
Web Address: http://www.gapress.org
Idaho Newspaper Association
6560 Emerald Street, Suite 124
Boise , Idaho 83704-8781
Phone: (208) 375-0733, Fax: (208) 375-0914
1st 25 words: $150, Extra words: $5.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 315,000
Number of Publications: 45
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.idahopapers.com
Illinois Press Association
900 Community Drive
Springfield, Illinois 62704
Phone: (217) 241-1700, Fax: (217) 241-1701
[all other depts. ph: (217) 241-1300. fax: (217) 241-1301]
1st 25 words (statewide): $350, Extra words: $8.00 ea.
1st 25 words (per region): $175, Extra words: $8.00 ea.
1st 25 words (two regions): $290, Extra words: $8.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,400,000 Regionally: 910,756
Number of Publications: 212 Regionally: 96
Deadline: Wednesday 10a.m.
Web Address: http://www.il-press.com
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(Indiana ) Hoosier State Press Association
One Virginia Avenue, Suite 701
Indianapolis , Indiana 46204
Phone: (317) 637-3966, Fax: (317) 624-4428
1st 25 words: $310, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,015,000
Number of Publications: 130
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.hspa.com/main.asp?SectionID=1
Iowa Newspaper Association
319 E. Fifth Street
Des Moines , Iowa 50309
Phone: (515) 244-2145, Fax: (515) 244-4855
1st 25 words: $250, Extra words: $9.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 972,239
Number of Publications: 315
Deadline: Wednesday/10 a.m.
Web Address: http://www.inanews.com
Kansas Press Association
5423 S.W. Seventh
Topeka , Kansas 66606
Phone: (785) 271-5304, Fax: (785) 271-7341
1st 25 words: $300, Extra words: $12.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 500,000
Number of Publications: 140
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.kspress.com
Kentucky Press Association
101 Consumer Lane
Frankfort , Kentucky 40601
Phone: (502) 223-8821, Fax: (502) 875-2624
1st 25 words: $225, Extra words: $7.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,000,000
Number of Publications: 66
Deadline: Wednesday/5 p.m.
Web Address:
http://www.access2media.com/PrintAdvertising/lists/kystatewi
declassif/
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Louisiana Press Association
404 Europe Street
Baton Rouge , Louisiana 70802
Phone: (225) 344-9309, Fax: (225) 336-9921
1st 25 words: $250, Extra words: $8.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,267,511
Number of Publications: 121
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.lapress.com/flyers/SCAN.pdf
Maryland/DC/Delaware
2191 Defense Highway, Suite 300
Crofton , Maryland 21114
Phone: (410) 721-5115, Fax: (410) 721-5909, Adv. Assoc. (410) 7214000
1st 25 words: $430, Extra words: $8.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 2,317,471
Number of Publications: 126
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.mddcpress.com/advertising/can.htm
Michigan Press Association
827 N. Washington Avenue
Lansing , Michigan 48906
Phone: (517) 372-2424, Fax: (517) 372-2429
1st 25 words: $249, Extra words: $5.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,700,000
Number of Publications: 122
Deadline: Tuesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.michiganpress.org
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Minnesota Newspaper Association
12 S. 6th Street, Suite 1120
Minneapolis , Minnesota 55402
Phone: (612) 332-8844, Fax: (612) 342-2958
1st 25 words: $249, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,000,000
Number of Publications: 240
Deadline: Tuesday/5 p.m.
Web Address: http://www.mnnewspapernet.org
Mississippi Press Association
351 Edgewood Terrace
Jackson , Mississippi 39206
Phone: (601) 981-3060, Fax: (601) 981-3676
1st 25 words: $200, Extra words: $8.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,000,000
Number of Publications: 104
Web Address: http://www.mspress.org/index.html
Missouri Press Association
802 Locust
Columbia , Missouri 65201
Phone: (573) 449-4167, Fax: (573) 874-5894
1st 25 words: $300, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,021,286
Number of Publications: 209
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.mopress.com
Montana Newspaper Association
534 N. Main, Suite 202
Livery Square
Helena , Montana 59601
Phone: (406) 443-2850, Fax: (406) 443-2860
1st 25 words: $129, Extra words: $4.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 240,112
Number of Publications: 66
Deadline: Wednesday/5 p.m.
Web Address: http://www.mtnewspapers.com
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Nebraska Press Association
845 S. Street
Lincoln , Nebraska 68508-1226
Phone: (402) 476-2851, Fax: (402) 476-2942
1st 25 words: $195, Extra words: $7.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 401,639
Number of Publications: 174
Deadline: Wednesday/10 a.m.
Web Address: http://www.nebpress.com
Nevada State Press Association
P.O. Box 1030
Carson City, Nevada 89702
Phone: (775) 885-0866, Fax: (775) 885-8233
1st 25 words: $139, Extra words: $5.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 380,000
Number of Publications: 21
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address:
http://www.lasvegasnewspapers.com/advertising/CAN/

( Connecticut , Maine , Massachusetts , New Hampshire ,
Rhode Island , Vermont )
New England Press Association
360 Huntington Avenue 428 CP
Boston , Massachusetts 02115
Phone: (617) 373-5610, Fax: (617) 373-5615
1st 25 words: $275, Extra words: 7.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,972,241
Number of Publications: 230
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.nepa.org
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New England Newspaper Association, Inc. (Daily Newspapers)
70 Washington Street
Salem , Massachusetts 01970
Phone: (978) 744-8940, Fax: (978) 744-0333
1st 25 words: $300, Extra words: $5.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 910,000
Number of Publications: 45
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.nenews.org
New Jersey Press Association
840 Bear Tavern Road, Suite 305
West Trenton, New Jersey 08628-1019
Phone: (609) 406-0600, Fax: (609) 406-0300
1st 25 words: $399, Extra words: $12.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 2,000,000
Number of Publications: 145
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.njpa.org
New Mexico Press Association
2531 Wyoming NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 78112
Phone: (505) 275-1241, Fax: (505) 275-1449
1st 25 words: $115, Extra words: $5.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 200,010
Number of Publications: 27
Deadline: Thursday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.mexconnect.com/
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New York State Community Newspapers Association (weeklies)
1681 Western Avenue
Albany, New York 12203-4307
Phone: (518) 464-6483, Fax: (518) 464-6489
1st 25 words (all regions): $425, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
1st 25 words (Long Island region): $175, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
1st 25 words (New York City region): $175, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
1st 25 words (Central region): $175, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
1st 25 words (Western region): $175, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,962,441
Number of Publications: 282
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.nynewspapers.com
New York Newspaper Publishers Association (dailies)
20 Washington Avenue
Albany , New York 12210
Phone: (518) 449-1667, Fax: (518) 449-5053
1st 25 words (all regions): $400, Extra words: $15.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,201,239
Number of Publications: 52
Deadline: Thursday/4 p.m.
Web Address: http://www.nynpa.com
North Carolina Press Association
5171 Glenwood Avenue, Suite 364
Raleigh, North Carolina 27612
Phone: (919) 787-7443, Fax: (919) 787-5302
1st 25 words: $300, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,616,030
Number of Publications: 99
Deadline: Tuesday/5 p.m.
Web Address: http://www.ncpress.com
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North Dakota Newspaper Association
1435 Interstate Loop
Bismarck , North Dakota 58501-0567
Phone: (701) 223-6397, Fax: (701) 223-8185
1st 25 words: $139, Extra words: $5.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 272,962
Number of Publications: 87
Deadline: Tuesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.ndna.com

Ohio Newspaper Association
1335 Dublin Road, Suite 216-B
Columbus , Ohio 43215
Phone: (614) 486-6677, Fax: (614) 486-6373
1st 25 words: $295, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,258,684
Number of Publications: 100 +
Deadline: Tuesday/10 a.m.
Web Address: http://www.ohionews.org

Oklahoma Press Association
3601 N. Lincoln
Oklahoma City , Oklahoma 73105
Phone: (405) 524-4421, Fax: (405) 524-2201
1st 25 words: $285, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,084,309
Number of Publications: 207
Deadline: Wednesday/10:00 a.m.
Web Address: http://www.okpress.com
Oregon Newspaper Publishers Association
7150 S.W. Hampton Street, Suite 111
Portland , Oregon 97223
Phone: (503) 624-6397, Fax: (503) 639-9009
1st 25 words: $250, Extra words: $8.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 875,000
Number of Publications: 81
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.orenews.com
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Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers Associations
3899 North Front Street
Harrisburg , Pennsylvania 17110
Phone: (717) 703-3030, Fax: (717) 703-3033
1st 25 words: $450, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 2,514,846
Number of Publications: 165
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.pnpa.com
South Carolina Press Services
P.O. Box 11429
Columbia , South Carolina 29211
Phone: (803) 750-9561, Fax: (803) 551-0903
1st 25 words: $300, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,125,961
Number of Publications: 82
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.scpress.org

South Dakota Newspapers Association
P.O. Box 8100
Brookings , South Dakota 57006
Phone: (605) 692-4300, Fax: (605) 692-6388
1st 25 words: $139, Extra words: $5.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 303,000
Number of Publications: 128
Deadline: Tuesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.sdna.com
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Tennessee Press Association
6915 Office Park Circle
Knoxville , Tennessee 37909-1162
Phone: (423) 584-5761, Fax: (423) 558-8687
1st 25 words: $245, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 629,791
Number of Publications: 79
Deadline: Tuesday/10 a.m.
Web Address: http://www.tnpress.com/
Texas Press Association/
TexScan Statewide Classified Advertising Network
718 West 5th Street
Austin , Texas 78701
Phone: (512) 477-6755, Fax: (512) 477-6759
1st 25 words: $400, Extra words: $14.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,750,000
Number of Publications: 299
Deadline: Tuesday/5 p.m.
Web Address: http://www.texaspress.com
Utah Press Association
SWC Network
307 West 200 South, Suite 4006
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Phone: (801) 328-8678, Fax: (801) 328-2226
1st 25 words: $155, Extra words: $3.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 340,000
Number of Publications: 45
Deadline: Tuesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.utahpress.com
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Virginia Press Association
11006 Lakeridge Parkway
Ashland , Virginia 23005
Phone: (804) 550-2361, Fax: (804) 550-2407
1st 25 words: $250, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,400,000
Number of Publications: 95
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.vpa.net
Washington Newspaper Publishers Association
3838 Stone Way North
Seattle , Washington 98103
Phone: (206) 634-3838, Fax: (206) 634-3842
1st 25 words: $195, Extra words: $8.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 808,319
Number of Publications: 103
Deadline: Monday/4 p.m.
Web Address: http://www.wnpa.com
West Virginia Press Association
3422 Pennsylvania Avenue
Charleston , West Virginia 25302
Phone: (304) 342-6908, Fax: (304) 343-5879
1st 25 words: $200, Extra words: $7.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 642,085
Number of Publications: 70
Deadline: Wednesday/Noon
Web Address: http://www.wvpress.org/SWC.asp
Wisconsin Newspaper Association
3822 Mineral Point Road
Madison , Wisconsin 53705
Phone: (608) 238-7171, Fax: (608) 238-4771
1st 25 words: $239, Extra words: $10.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 1,250,000
Number of Publications: 183
Deadline: Tuesday/10 a.m.
Web Address: http://www.wnanews.com
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Wyoming Press Association
2121 Evans Avenue
Cheyenne , Wyoming 82001
Phone: (307) 635-3905, Fax: (307) 635-3912
1st 20 words: $235, Extra words: $5.00 ea.
Total Circulation: 277,874
Number of Publications: 38
Deadline: Tuesday/10 a.m.
Web Address: http://www.wspromotion.com/Wyoming.html

Most State Press Associations accept major credit cards as payment for
classified advertising.
You can place ads in Alaska and Hawaii through Noble Pacific, Sea to Sea
Advertising, and phone: (360) 568-5314. Alaska rate is $470 (first 25
words), extra words $14.00 ea; Hawaii rate is $510 (25 words), extra
words $9.50 ea.
Mailing Lists
In addition to placing print classified advertising with the SCANS, I
engage in mailing list advertising. Be warned, however, that MOST
people do this INCORRECTLY!
All over the internet you will find lead companies that sell Business
Opportunity Seeker Leads. Before you spend one dime on this kind of
list, go grab a torch and light you wallet on fire!
Folks…most business opportunity seekers are TIRE KICKERS. Business
opportunity seekers are not your target market, believe it or not. Once
again, this is where the psychology in marketing comes into play.
If you have any experience whatsoever in contacting business opportunity
seekers, you already know that the better portion of the time, they are
looking for a JOB, not a business. They want to make money, yet they
have never demonstrated any form of initiative to indicate that they are
motivated enough to make it for themselves, other than perhaps
completing an internet survey form. Much of the time they have no
recollection of even completing the form that collected their information
and made them a lead! They are looking for someone who will pay them
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in exchange for their time. They want to work for linear income (trading
time for dollars.) The majority of the time these folks do NOT understand
the principals of true wealth creation, nor do they care to learn about
them. Do NOT throw away your advertising dollars on buying Business
Opportunity Seeker leads.
Business Opportunity Buyer Leads, on the other hand, are an entirely
different animal. These people have an established history of engaging in
paid-for business and income opportunities. These are the kind of people
you want to reach! Why?
•

They have a demonstrated history of putting up a financial
investment for a business opportunity. This means that they
are not afraid to pay to join your opportunity.

•

The very fact that they have a history of buying into business
opportunities suggests that they are of entrepreneurial spirit,
and should they join your team, they are likely to be a
producer. They are not afraid to take charge and work their
own business instead of merely relying upon someone else to
pay their salary.

•

Business opportunity buyers (such as myself) understand the
principals and importance of multiple streams of income. Just
because they have already bought into one business
opportunity does NOT mean that they are not open to adding
additional streams of income to their business endeavors. In
fact, the very fact that they have previously put up a financial
investment for a business opportunity will generally mean just
the opposite. They understand the power of making money
for themselves in business, and they want to make as much
of it as possible.

•

Business opportunity buyers usually have an established
contact list of their own from other business ventures. They
know people. This could realistically mean a larger network
of people to share the 1 Step System with, and YOU will
benefit from those contacts by having this guy on your team.

Remember the illustration I gave you previously of the power of the
1 Step System compensation plan? Folks, someone with an established
history of buying into business opportunities is FAR more likely to be a
“mover and shaker” than someone who is “tire kicking” and looking for a
J.O.B. The guy with the history of buying into business opportunities is
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the guy you want on your team – the guy with vision who is going to dive
in and tear it up! Okay, I think you get the picture…
A couple of really awesome resources for Business Opportunity Buyer
Leads are:
•
•

www.Rapid-Recruiting.com
www.DAJDirect.com

Don’t Waste Your Advertising
Dollar on Business Opportunity
Seeker Leads, Ever!
Child Labor

☺

Believe it or not, teenagers LOVE money! (That’s a big DUH!) Having two
full-time stay home parents, my kids are somewhat accustomed to
helping out in our business, but nothing motivates them like a few dead
presidents. My 13-year-old daughter often jokes that she will turn me
into the feds for violation of child labor laws if I don’t give her a raise!
Flip your kids a couple of $20s on a Saturday morning and let them
distribute post cards or business cards around the neighborhood! If you
don’t have your own, I have a couple of teenagers that I would be happy
to hire out… I’m always on the look out for additional streams of income,
you know! Just kidding! ☺
There is always a young entrepreneur in the bunch, so if you don’t have
your own kids old enough to meet the task, recruit youth from your
neighborhood, church, social circle, etc. You can usually hire a kid quite
inexpensively and the little darlings have all kinds of excess energy to
expend! My kids love helping mom to build her business (especially my
daughter.) It makes them feel a part of the cause for our family.
When I was growing up, my mother was a district manager with Avon
Corporation (yes, that’s right…my mom was The Avon Lady! And she
made VERY good money at it.) Whenever she had a major campaign
launching, my two sisters and I would be responsible for helping her
distribute all of her campaign materials by a certain deadline. Those are
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some of the fondest memories of my childhood, and I believe that
witnessing my parents’ entrepreneurial endeavors had a significant
impact upon my own life. It is fun for your family, a good way to get
your kids involved and feel a part of mom or dad’s business and is sure to
have a lasting impact on your children (even if they complain about it
now.) Do it!
If you don’t know any teenagers, you could probably get your paper
carrier to distribute your materials for fairly inexpensively, or ask your
babysitter – they are always up for extra cash.
It is my recommendation that you target middle-income residential areas.
These are the folks who desperately NEED this system. They are usually
the working class making just enough money to get from paycheck to
paycheck and keep their home and cars from going into repossession, but
not enough to break free from the corporate ball and chain. The majority
of these people have a burning desire to break way from that cycle but
they just don’t know HOW. You are able to offer them the solution to
that problem with the 1 Step System.
Other Working Parents
If you work outside the home and have kids in daycare, make a list of the
other daycare children’s parents, and by all means, share this opportunity
with them! They want to be home full-time as badly as you do! Just
don’t ask your daycare provider to hand out the materials for you, or they
may end up in the trash. They don’t want to lose their income when you
bring all those moms and dads home from their jobs!
If you have a community college or university in your area, you have a
goldmine of opportunity waiting for you. Hit those college kids before
they get stuck in the corporate death grip!
There are also many
casualties of corporate downsizing who return to school in order to get
higher paying jobs. Consider it your civic duty to let them all know about
the 1 Step System!
I also recommend that you carry the drop cards wherever you go, leave
them on tables at restaurants, with the cashiers at convenience stores,
wherever! I always even leave a few on top of the gas pump! People
don’t have much else to do but look around when they are pumping their
gas and can’t help but notice them. Grocery stores are also a jackpot! I
have never received a negative response from anyone I handed a card to,
and in fact, have made sales as a result.
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If you are currently a 1 Step System associate, get some card stock
paper at your local Office Max (it’s not very expensive), fill your printer
with ink and use the awesome tools that Rod and Chris have made for us!
You don’t even have to say anything to anyone. If you are worried about
rejection, act like you thought it was something the person dropped and
you are simply being polite by picking it up for them. Play dumb.
Whatever. Just get them out there to be seen! I’m telling you, folks, they
work!
If you treat your business like a business, it will pay you like business. If
you treat your business like a hobby, you will stay broke, period. Here is
the bottom line:

You Can Either Make Money, OR
You Can Make Excuses. This
System Sells Itself. All You Have
to Worry About is Exposure. It
Does NOT Get Any Better or
Easier Than That.
Let’s move on to online advertising.
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Online Advertising
First, I do not recommend that you advertise using your associate link
This is more of a personal
provided to you by 1 Step System.
preference than anything, but I think that all affiliate links look tacky and
your ad will be taken far more seriously if you do not use an associate
link in your advertising. Whatever you do, for God sakes, please do NOT
use a “Tiny URL.” Those are pathetic, and they scream “affiliate” or
“associate” and “newbie!”
You can buy a redirect domain very
inexpensively (about $10 per year) at www.GoDaddy.com and simply
point your chosen domain name to redirect to your associate landing
page.
If you don’t want to shell out the $10 for your own domain, you need to
reconsider you level of commitment to your business and professionalism.
Having your own domain will leave you with a far more professional
appearance, and your ads will be taken more seriously.
Pay-Per-Click
Contrary to what you might have heard, Google is NOT the only effective
way to advertise, but it is most certainly the method that will burn your
advertising budget the quickest and leave you broke. The ONLY time I
ever run PPC campaigns is when I am testing niche markets or ad
effectiveness, and once I have them nailed down, I stop my ads on
Google. I prefer to KEEP the money I earn and not shovel it all into the
world’s largest slot machine.

Warning: Google Can Be Hazardous
to Your Financial Health, and Will
Put You In the Poorhouse Faster
Than Anything if You Do Not Know
What You Are Doing.
First, and foremost, the most common MISCONCEPTION among
inexperienced marketers is that you want to be in the Number 1 position
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on Google. I cannot tell you how many green internet marketers come to
me and complain about how they are giving up because they haven’t
made any sales and they are out of advertising money. When I press
further to find out what it is that they have tried, nine times of ten I find
out they threw their money out the window advertising on Google and top
bidding keywords! Sure, being number one is great and will provide you
with all kinds of traffic, if you are NOT a sponsored link (Note: This means
if you are NOT running a pay-per-click campaign and your ad is on the
right side of the page in the “sponsored links” column, but your website
has actually been submitted to and is indexed by the search engines.)
If you are running a PPC campaign on Google, and you are out-bidding
everyone else so that your ad takes the number one position for all of
your keywords, you are wasting a LOT of money and probably not making
as many sales as you feel you should be. Whatever money you are
making is probably going right back into Google to pay for more clicks.
Statistical data clearly establishes that the number one position in the
sponsored links column on Google is going to bring you a TON of “clickhappy” people who will never stay on your site long enough to see what
you have to offer! They seemingly click out of reflex, which is NOT good
for you if you are bidding on pricey keywords. The only thing this will
accomplish is jacking up your website hit counter and your PPC costs, but
is NOT likely to result in a great deal of sales for you. It has been
consistently proven that a lower position is not only less expensive on a
per-click basis, but is also going to convert better as it will bring you a
more serious prospect. People who read a little further down the page, or
even onto the second page are in search of something specific and are
more likely to buy.
Secondly, and particuarly if you are already a 1 Step System associate,
Google has become somewhat oversaturated with competing ads for the
program. Fear not, however! There are plenty of methods through which
you can get TONS of traffic to your website, and we will cover those here
in a bit. My recommendation is that if you are new to marketing and
inexperienced with Google, you don’t even attempt to run a Google PPC
by
campaign
until
you
read
Your Guide to Google Profits
Rodney Rumford.
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Failure to educate yourself regarding effective Google strategies will
deplete your advertising budget in the blink of an eye.
Understand that you need to drive a LOT of traffic to your website in
order to make meaningful money with ANY internet income program. I
am always surprised by the internet newbie who says “I’ve had it. I quit!
I have had 300 visitors to my site in the past week and not one single
sale!” I’m afraid I have some bad news that apparently nobody told you
about internet marketing. 300 visitors is NOT considered to be a lot of
traffic. You need to receive a steady stream of traffic to your website
regardless of what you are trying to market and if you rely primarily or
exclusively upon Google to bring traffic your website, you had best be
prepared to spend several hundred dollars every day.
It is critical to your success and financial health that you look to other
avenues for traffic generation, and we will review some of the most
effective I have found here shortly.
As I have stated repeatedly, If you are operating on a very slim ad
budget, I do NOT recommend that you dive into Google PPC campaigns
unless you are skilled in the arena of competitive bidding and for
maximum ROI. If you don’t educate yourself in this regard, you will burn
through your advertising dollar in no time.
There are, however, other PPC search engines that will provide you with a
substantial amount of traffic for far less cost. A couple of them are:
www.Miva.com
www.GoClick.com
I also highly recommend www.MySearchSite.net, which is a business
opportunity ONLY search engine, and bid prices start at just a penny!
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This means that all visitors on www.MySearchSite.net are LOOKING for
a business opportunity.
Before you create a PPC campaign, be sure to go to
www.GoodKeywords.com and download their FREE keyword search
tool.
Do your keyword research before you EVER begin any PPC
campaign! The results of your research can turn up untapped goldmines
for keywords you can get for dirt cheap, even on Google!
Good Keywords will report the search results from Overture for the past
30 days on any keyword or keyword phrase you input. I also recommend
that you conduct research using synonyms (different words with same or
similar meaning) for the most popular keyword phrases that target your
chosen market. A good rule of thumb is to multiply Overture’s search
results for any given keyword phrase by 8 – 10 in order to arrive at an
estimated number of Google searches. I always estimate by 8.5 times
when estimating Google searches just to be on the conservative side.
Now, if you are bound and determined to concentrate your advertising
efforts on PPC campaigns, you NEED to get your hands on
Adword Analyzer.

This is, hands down, the secret weapon that every PPC advertiser needs.
This program will allow you to size up your competition with just a few
strokes of your keyboard, as it will report to you the number of searches,
search results, the result/search ratio, AND the number of PPC campaigns
already running on both Google and Overture for all variations of your
selected keyword phrase. I have included a screenshot from Adword
Analyzer in action below:
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This baby completely eliminates the guesswork from PPC keyword
research by sizing up your competition and can uncover untouched
keyword goldmines for you in a matter of seconds.
If PPC advertising is going to be a primary source of your traffic
generation, you would be INSANE not to have this software!
Third-Party Positioning
Okay, here’s a secret that I vowed I would never tell anyone, but what
the heck. I’m writing this eBook, so I may as well just spill it.
I don’t pay Google for people to visit my sponsored links, but my site is
still listed in the sponsored links. Instead, I have 1-2-3WebPosition do
the work FOR me, and I just pay them a flat rate every month for my
listings. ☺ Pretty smart, eh?
This means that I have optimal sponsored-link positioning on Google,
Yahoo, MSN and several other search engines (in the top three under
several keyword phrases), but I don’t pay for visitors by the click. I don’t
bid on keywords, and I no longer spend a lot of money on PPC
advertising. Paying on a monthly basis is a WHOLE lot more cost
effective than paying by the click!
Search Engine Submission
For obvious reasons, I strongly recommend that you get your site indexed
in all of the major search engines, which, as you probably know, can take
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what feels like a lifetime to get indexed. At that, you will be lucky if you
are listed somewhere in the billions.
So, I decided to let you in on another little secret. Here is what I do.
First, you should get your redirect domain. Then, let’s get your site into
those search engines! Finally, we optimize.
Using Submit Equalizer, I am able to submit my website to more than
2,050 select and high quality search engines (including the majors; MSN,
Google, Yahoo, and Overture).

Then, I go over to www.LinkExchangeExperts.com, and subscribe for
their quality linking service. Within 24 hours, they have more than 200
high quality relevant links with high page rank pointing back to my
domain. I have used this process on several of my websites within my
own internet business, and it has never failed yet.
Within 3 weeks I was showing Google page rank of 4 or higher. My sites
were indexed in the world’s largest search engines, Google gave me a
favorable page rank, and I started receiving floods of free search engine
traffic. I don’t waste time searching for link exchange partners. I just
buy ‘em! ☺ The $30 I spend every month for my subscription is more
than worth the time it saves me from having to beg for quality link
partners. It works – do it!
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Expired Domain Traffic
I receive a LOT of expired domain traffic to my 1StepSystem website,
however, I will ONLY buy it from one company because I have confirmed
by measuring my own results that their traffic is real and it is targeted.
The ONLY company from whom I buy my expired domain traffic is
www.All-Marketing.net.
Note:
I buy Expired Domain traffic, but do NOT buy “Guaranteed
Visitors.” I want to know that the traffic is actually being re-directed from
an Expired Domain. Many companies that claim to provide you with
“Guaranteed Traffic” are doing nothing more than running a script which
delivers “hits” by unique IP addresses to your URL, so there is no live
human being behind those hits at all. They are fake traffic hits. You may
as well take a torch to your advertising dollars before you hand those
companies any of your hard earned money. This is why I will only buy
from www.All-Marketing.net. I have purchased a LOT of guaranteed
traffic over the past year and a half and they have proven their quality to
me.
Traffic Exchanges
I also receive a great deal of traffic from two Traffic Exchanges to which I
belong
as
a
paid
member.
Those
Traffic
Exchanges
are
www.123Clicks.com and www.TrafficSwarm.com and I use them
because they actually work.
Because I am a paid member with both services, I am able to buy
additional credits from each at a substantial discount, which provides me
with a consistent and steady flow of daily traffic to my website at an
affordable price.
Email Marketing
If you do not have your own list, the service I firmly recommend is
www.Rent-A-List.com. Not only will they provide you with access to
their targeted, hungry list of opt-in business prospects, they will also
provide you with the means to build a list of your own, and an automated
follow up system so that you can continue to follow up with your
prospects.
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Ezine Advertising
I personally do not do a great deal of Ezine Advertising, although I am
aware of a few Ezines from whom you can purchase inexpensive quality
classified, top sponsor and solo ads:
http://advertmaniagazette.0catch.com/contact.htm
http://www.24karatmarketer.com/
http://www.soloadsonly.com/targeted.html
http://www.workathomenews.com
The following are secret weapons I use to generate a stampede of FREE
website visitors every single day! These are the most important online
advertising resources that you can use. I will explain why.
While other sources of advertising are highly effective, several of the
following resources will serve a DUAL PURPOSE in that they are not only
great for advertising, but will also result in the synergistic optimizing your
website when your URL is indexed by the search engine bots. These
resources will provide you with website traffic in response to the ads you
place, but will also serve to provide you with millions of back links to your
website and “spider food” for the search engine bots to increase your
website’s search engine rank! As your rank increases in each of the major
search engines, this will result in additional free traffic for you.
RSS Feed
This is one of my personal favorites, and highly effective advertising
resources that I use on a daily basis.
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Using Feed-Blaster software, I am able to select up to 500 feeds at once
and submit my ads daily. My ads go live immediately, and I receive a
constant flow of traffic from this advertising source.
Blogging
You have probably heard the term “blogging” for profits. Blogs are an
excellent way to not only distribute your ads to several million sites at
once, they will get your website site indexed in the search engines VERY
quickly as it is an instant method of obtaining back links to your website!

I submit my ads to millions of blogs daily using Blog-Blast software.
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In addition to submitting ads to blogs, I HIGHLY recommend that you run
a blog of your own, and advertise the 1 Step System from your own
blog!
This way, those who visit your blog will also see your ad, and your blog
will be pointing back to your website. If you choose to run a blog, you
should also submit IT to the search engines for indexing! You can sign up
for your own free blog at www.Blogger.com. Later, I will show you
how you can triple your exposure by running your own blog! ☺
Hit Booster
You can begin receiving hundreds of visitors to your website daily in just
fifteen minutes with Hit-Booster software. It takes just a little bit of
effort to get it set up, but it is an awesome source of FREE traffic for you.

Press Releases
Okay, if you have been sleeping up until now, you need to sit up and pay
attention because this is an INCREDIBLY powerful internet advertising
and website trafficking resource.
If you will recall, when we initially began discussing advertising, I told you
that I rarely advertise with anything other than a three or four line
Google-type ad. Advertising with this resource is my exception to that
rule, and one of the MOST powerful resources listed in this eBook.
There are internet newswire services such as www.PRWeb.com to
which you can submit “Press Releases” which are well-written news
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articles about your product or service, complete with your URL.
NOTE: Press Releases are NOT for spamming!
Press Releases are an EXCELLENT way to achieve the following:
•

Get your website indexed in the major search engines in days
(usually under 3 days);

•

Automatically provides you with hundreds of high-quality back
links to your site, thereby increasing your page rank and
positioning in the search engines, resulting in FREE search
engine traffic;

•

Provides you with MASSIVE exposure to your website in
minimal time as your press releases are picked up by
hundreds of webmasters who are in search of quality content
for their own websites. This results in additional quality back
links for you and all YOU did was submit your Press Release!
You like? ☺

The use of Press Releases is literally a “magic” backdoor to prompt
positioning and DOMINATION of the search engines.
Companies like www.PRWeb.com will receive and distribute your Press
Release to multiple distribution points within their media database in
exchange for a fee for each Press Release you submit. This can get quite
costly to run Press Releases frequently, so, I have a MUCH better solution
for you!
Using my secret Press Release Submission weapon, Press Equalizer, a
PC based software client which will allow you to submit UNLIMITED Press
Releases over and over again, as many times as you wish for the onetime cost of the software.
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I personally own Press Equalizer, and I will say that it is one of the
MOST valuable pieces of software I have ever owned.
This program will allow you to write, save and schedule your Press
Releases for submission on a daily, weekly or monthly basis! The
program is so user-friendly that a twelve-year-old could use it with ease.
You truly get the best of both worlds by purchasing this software, and I
guarantee it is an investment that you WON’T regret!
I highly
recommend it to anyone who wants to achieve premium search engine
ranking and laser-beam targeted traffic without having to mortgage their
home for it.
Viral Marketing
I have saved the VERY BEST for last. As I stated early on in this eBook,
there is NO method of marketing on the internet more powerful (or
inexpensive!) than viral marketing. In my opinion, it is the MOST time
efficient and cost effective method of sharing information with others
(advertising) that I have ever discovered, and the primary resource that I
have used to create and enjoy tremendous success in my own internet
business. It is through the art of viral marketing that I am able to keep
most of the money I earn. I will explain this in further detail.
When educating yourself about effective internet marketing, it is
important for you to understand that the internet moves in cycles. You
will be hard pressed to come up with “The Solution” anytime during your
natural lifetime. What works today to generate traffic online may not
work so well tomorrow – that’s just technology for you. For example, in
the early days of the internet, FFAs were an excellent source of traffic.
Today, they are worthless unless you are hosting an FFA page and
exercising the art of reverse advertising. Email marketing pioneered the
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e-Commerce industry… and then, the CAN SPAM act of 2004. (Email
marketing is still highly effective, but more difficult than it used to be.)
With ever changing laws placing suffocating restrictions on internet
advertising methods and constant developments in internet technology, it
seems that just about every time the SEO masters “crack the code,” the
search engine companies go and change the algorithms so the “latest and
greatest” techniques are completely null and void.
I have seen this happen repeatedly in the past 18-months. The search
engine rules suddenly change without warning and the expert geeks go
ballistic, falling all over one another to be the first to come up with the
“latest and greatest secrets” of the search engine optimization for this
month. It is a never-ending conspiracy, and one that is exhausting even
to watch, let alone keep up with. It is evident that the search engine
companies and experts alike have no concept of the term “If it ain’t
broke, DON’T fix it!”
One would literally have to make it a full-time occupation of keeping
abreast of each detail of the daily changes and developments in
technology. It truly is a science. Can you imagine spending day in and
day out trying to beat the search engines at their own game? Not for this
chick! I’ve got a life to live, people to meet and money to make.
Besides, I’m just too fidgety for that kind of boring stuff. I like to play
too much (kid at heart, but cleverly disguised as a responsible adult! ☺)
Instead, I prefer to keep things simple. Like the plague, I avoid getting
buried too deeply in information overload regarding the technological
breakthrough developments coming down the pipeline each and every
day. I don’t get caught up in or confused by all of the scientific jargon… I
just figure out what WORKS (and has worked repeatedly for me) and
stick to the methods that consistently bring me favorable results. I live
by the K.I.S.S. (Keep-It-Simple-Stupid!) formula.
The internet is NOT some magical or extraterrestrial force. It is a manmade communication tool, and should be viewed as such. When we step
back away from all of the confusion that is created by the hype and
complex computer terminology, we see it for what it is…a TOOL. We
know that there are millions of people online worldwide, and hundreds of
thousands of new people getting on each day. Therefore, we should
assume that if we implement some very simple strategies, we will be able
to reach the lion’s share of those people without having to completely
understand every new technological breakthrough being made each day.
Think of all the people in the world who own cars, drive them, but don’t
have the first clue how to change a spark plug and NEVER learn how. I’m
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one of them, and I like it that way! ☺ That is what mechanics are for.
I’m a marketer, not an internet mechanic.
The point that I am trying to make to you is that you need NOT be
intimidated by the internet and your ability to USE it as the TOOL that it
is to make money. You aren’t required to understand each intricate detail
involved in the creation of the microchip or the formula necessary to
create rocket fuel in order to do this business and to make a LOT of
money with it. The only thing that is required of you is a willingness to
share FREE information with other people, and that is the most powerful
form of advertising you will EVER find. Why is this? The answer is
simple. Viral ads never stop. They just keep going and going to infinity.
You don’t have to worry about them being “sticky” and you don’t have to
worry about paying for them over and over again. They are permanent.
Reflect back to the earlier segment when I described to you what
happened with my internet business when I released a simple, 37-page
FREE eBook as my primary marketing tool. My business LITERALLY
exploded.
Within four months of releasing that FREE eBook, my affiliate force had
grown by more than TEN TIMES its original size, and I now have more
than 40,000 people around the globe who are affiliated with my websites
and promoting my material. Remember early on in this eBook where I
discussed the leverage that successful internet marketers are using?
They leverage their time and money through the efforts of other people.
That, my friend, is precisely what this FREE viral eBook, combined with
the 1 Step System, will do for you.

I Have Provided YOU With the
Tool That Will Explode YOUR
Business, Just As a Simple FREE
eBook Did My Own Internet
Business and Put Me Into a
MUCH Higher Tax Bracket In a
VERY Short Time.
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If you will recall, in earlier segments, we reviewed in detail the
psychology associated with consumer purchases. Once we understood
that consumer purchases are driven by emotional desires to increase
pleasure and/or decrease pain, we then applied the very same theory to
the millions of marketers on the internet trying unsuccessfully to make a
buck.
It is a given that people who are trying to make a living online are the
MOST responsive and optimal market for he who sells the marketing
(gold prospecting) tools. Without the appropriate tools, the internet
marketer remains broke, and just as in the days of the California Gold
Rush, he who has the tools wins! This is the very premise upon which the
1 Step System and The Ultimate Marketer’s Toolbox was built (just ask
Rod or Chris! They knew EXACTLY what they were doing! ☺)
As I stated in the Marketing Psychology 101 segment of this eBook, most
people carry the perception that money is the “cure-all” to their
problems. If they only had enough money, they would finally own their
lives. They could tell the boss where to put it, sleep till noon, spend more
time with their loved ones and live life to the fullest. They would want for
nothing.
They get online and begin their quest for the vehicle that will drive them
to their goal of financial freedom, and are ecstatic when they finally
pinpoint the fault line where their treasure awaits them. They set out with
all the vigor of the 1800s gold miners, making wholehearted yet
uneducated attempts at marketing their offer to others. They quickly
become discouraged when the floodgates of cash do not burst and send
riches pouring into their bank accounts within days or weeks of launching
their maiden voyage upon the internet sea. Within weeks, they give up.
It is a heartbreaking picture – the man who gives up too soon. He never
succeeds in making his dream a reality because he throws in the towel
and calls the game due to rain a moment too soon.
Within the pages of this eBook, I have provided you with the very SAME
marketing resources and strategies that I have personally used to
generate $22,500 in 20 days with the 1 Step System. These strategies
have worked beautifully for me, and they will work for you as well. If you
are already an associate of the 1 Step System, you would be wise to
implement the strategies that I have outlined in previous pages of this
eBook immediately so that you, too, can collect the piece of the internet
pie which is rightfully yours.
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If you have not yet joined the 1 Step System, you should do so
immediately before this money train passes you by and is gone forever.
This is one of those moments that opportunity like none other you have
ever seen before is banging down your door. You have a choice. You can
either close your blinds, pretend nobody is home and stay broke
indefinitely, or you can join us now and enjoy prosperity like you have
never before dreamed of. Just CLICK HERE now to listen to the FREE
37-minute teleseminar, get signed up and be well on your way to creating
an extraordinary income!
You should then focus your efforts upon sharing the very SAME
information (this FREE eBook) that you are reading right now with your
own team of recruits and prospects so that they, too, may enjoy
extraordinary wealth like they have never known before. Of course, it
will be a copy of this FREE eBook with YOUR links branded inside!
I have written this FREE eBook to serve as your “shovel” to provide to the
“gold prospectors” of the internet with their means of achieving their
ultimate desire – generation of online wealth. In the process, just as
Samuel Brannan did in the California Gold Rush of the mid-1800’s, it is
YOU who will generate the money first by supplying the “gold
prospectors” with the tools necessary to mine for gold! Those “gold
prospectors” include, but are not limited to, your existing team, your new
recruits and your prospects for the 1 Step System.
I will explain this in detail in the next segment.
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Viral Marketing + 1 Step System
= Exponential Income
I have been dubbed “The Free Ebook Goddess” by a few of my business
colleagues (in fact, I even own that domain…) because it is my favored
method of marketing. Why? Because it WORKS like nothing else online.
I am a firm believer in helping others to achieve success because it keeps
coming back around, over and over. That is WHY I have opted to provide
you with this information for FREE.
You are NOT required to have a MBA in order to make money online.
Remember, I am a high-school drop out with no college education, yet I
make more money than many degreed professionals do. The REASON
that I make the kind of money that I do is that I understand the
unparalleled power of viral marketing.
Between March, 2005 and the present date (March, 2006) I have done
very little advertising for my own internet business, yet I continue to
make money 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Why? It began with
the little FREE eBook that I released on March 10, 2005. That eBook is
STILL circling the planet, and I continue to get paid day after day when
people purchase branding rights, place their own links inside, and share it
with thousands of others on a daily basis.
That little FREE eBook has been responsible for building my own affiliate
force, all on auto-pilot, of more than 40,000 individuals in 22 different
countries. So, what does this all mean for you?
Do you have ANY idea what would happen if you were to combine the
compensation structure of the 1 Step System with the power of FREE
viral advertising by using this FREE eBook as your primary advertising
tool? Allow me spare you the guesswork:

Your Income Would
EXPLODE!
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We already understand the power of the 1 Step System compensation
plan in that it provides us with significant leverage to create an
exponential income through the two up business model.
But what
happens when we set the viral effect in motion? IT NEVER STOPS, and
the sales come pouring in.
Further, by providing YOUR new marketing associates with a copy of this
FREE viral eBook that they could pass on to their own recruits, they will
be knocking out those training sales in NO time and very quickly filling up
their bank accounts! Your team would explode as this eBook makes its
way around the globe at digital speed with YOUR links branded inside.
As I indicated above, it has now been a year since the release of my first
FREE viral eBook. I continue to make money on that eBook every single
day, and have since released two others that each pay me multiple
streams of income as well. I once heard someone say “Marketing to
marketers!
What an utterly STUPID idea!”
Needless to say, the
individual who made that statement is STILL flat broke… and he was
choking on his own words when I showed him my 2005 income tax
return.
By designing this FREE eBook the way I have, YOU have been provided
with a secret tool that will build your 1 Step System business and your
income faster than any search engine, PPC Campaign, Ezine ad or other
method of advertising, virtually on auto-pilot. Allow me to explain.
Earlier, I told you that I would show you a secret method by which you
can make very BIG money with 1 Step System and keep ALL of your
profits when you don’t have to spend a dime of your own money for
advertising.

This Means Very BIG Money to You,
So Pay Very Close Attention.
Because this is a brandable eBook, YOUR links can be placed inside. You
can then share it with others immediately because the work is already
done for you. It takes just minutes for you to receive your very own
customized copy of this eBook. This means that you will make very BIG
money when others sign up for 1 Step System from the links inside this
eBook, but the money doesn’t even stop there.
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I have created this eBook in such a manner that the back-end streams of
income that you will earn from affiliate commissions when others who
read the eBook and also implement my website trafficking strategies
outlined in the previous pages will ABSORB all of your advertising
expenses. By implementing the strategies yourself that I have set forth
in this eBook, you will be able to lead an unlimited number of prospects
to YOUR replica landing page to download this free eBook with your links
branded inside. They will then duplicate the same process, while you
earn the affiliate commissions.
Not only will this save you from spending a fortune in advertising, it will
further provide you with additional streams of income! But wait… there is
still more. Because I charge a $37 fee for the branding rights to this
eBook, I will also be paying YOU 50% commissions for branding fees as
well. This means that you will make $18.50 for each and every eBook
that is branded through your branded copy!
Okay, let’s do some quick math to drive home what this could mean for
you:
If you share this FREE eBook with five (5) individuals per day and they
each purchase branding rights to use the eBook in their own marketing of
the 1 Step System, YOU will earn $92.50 every single day, and that is
just on the commissions you will receive when others purchase branding
rights to this eBook! I pay affiliate commissions on the first of every
month, right into your Pay Pal account. And this is in ADDITION to the
affiliate commissions that you will earn from some of the trafficking
resources I outlined for you earlier! The bottom line?

Instead of Paying for
Advertising, YOU Will Be Getting
PAID to Advertise!
That, folks, is precisely how I have made my comfortable six-figure
income in my own internet business.
So let’s take a closer look at what this will mean in terms of your bottom
line. Let’s assume for a moment that you share this FREE eBook (with
your links branded inside, of course) with 10 people per day. Of those 10
people, let’s assume that 4 decide to brand this eBook to use for
themselves as their primary marketing tool for marketing their
1 Step System business.
For the sake of realistic example, we will
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assume that 3 of those individuals were already 1 Step System
associates who chose to use this FREE viral eBook as a sales tool, and 1
decides to join the 1 Step System on your team.
Now, remember… I’m not the only one who is paying you healthy
commissions for your use of this branded eBook! To help you understand
the value of the many trafficking resources tucked inside this eBook (each
that I have personally used to make 45 1 Step System sales in just 20
days!) you need to understand that the creators of those resources pay
very nice affiliate commissions as well! MOST of the affiliate programs for
the following merchants are FREE to join, so whether or not you purchase
the programs themselves, you can still make money by having your
affiliate links to their products branded inside this FREE eBook.
Below, I have listed the traffic resources tucked inside this very FREE
eBook which will pay very nice commissions and what that can mean to
YOUR bottom line:
Merchant

Product Price

Commission
Percentage

Affiliate
Commission

Your Guide to Google
Profits
(eBook on Profiting
with Google PPC)

$49.99

40%

$19.99

MySearchSite.Net
(PPC Search Engine)

Varies

20% 1st Tier
10% 2nd Tier

Varies

123Clicks.com
(Traffic Exchange)

$19.97 Basic Lifetime
Membership

Per Referral

$10.00

Traffic Swarm
(Traffic Exchange)

$30 per Month Pro
Membership

Based of Life of
Membership

Varies

Level 1 $5
Level 2 $4
Level 3 $3
Level 4 $2
Level 5 $ 1
All-Marketing.Net
(Expired Domain
Traffic)

Varies

15% 1st Tier
5% 2nd Teir

Varies

Rent-A-List.com
(List Marketing)

Varies

15% Per Order

Commissions range
from $1.95 to
$179.85 per order

Submit Equalizer
(SE Submission

$97

50%

$48.50
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Software)

Adword Analyzer
(Keyword Analysis
Secret Weapon!)

$77

50%

$38.50

Press Equalizer
(Don’t-be-caughtdead-marketingwithout Press Release
Submission Software!)

$97

50%

$48.50

Feed-Blast
(RSS Feed Submission
Software)

$49.97

50%

$24.98

Hit Booster
(Automatic Hits
Software)

$49.97

50%

$24.98

Blog-Blast
(Blog Submission
Software)

$49.97

50%

$24.98

$17.95 to $199.95
Per Month

Flat Rate Per Level
Depending Upon
Package
Purchased

$6.00 to $20.00
Per Month, Per
Paid Referral

MLM Power Marketing
(AutoResponder
Service)

Now, let’s assume that each of those 4 people who decide to sign up for
branding of this eBook also purchase the Press Equalizer software:
(Note: this is merely a hypothetical
demonstrating profitability to you.)

example

for

the

sake

of

Take a look at the math:
4 x $37 (branding fees) x 50 % = $74.00 to you
4 x $97 (Press Equalizer Software) x 50% = $194.00 to you
According to the example above, you not ONLY earned the $500
commission for your new 1 Step System recruit, you also just earned
$268.00 for providing others with a FREE marketing tool! You just had a
$768 day, and ALL you did was share FREE information with a few people
to show them how they can do the very same and make very big money
online.
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That, my friend, is what we call SMART marketing!
the power of leverage?

☺

Any questions on

Now, I’m not suggesting that you plan to retire from the affiliate
commissions tucked inside this eBook alone. But it certainly doesn’t hurt
to have ADDITIONAL streams of income that will absorb your advertising
expenses AND bring you a profit!
Would you rather pay for your
advertising, or make your advertising pay you? That’s what I thought.
I am sure you have heard the biblical term, “It is better to give than
receive.” Well, folks, it is far EASIER to give than it is to sell, and that is
especially true on the internet! There is NO financial risk involved to
anyone in downloading a free eBook, and people will download it all hours
of the day and night, even while you are sleeping.
This little eBook will BLOW UP your business and take it to levels that you
cannot even fathom yet if you simply share it with others. It will serve as
your most valuable tool in training your new recruits, as the work is
already done. I have created another plug-n-play system to serve as the
“messenger” to the mother lode, 1 Step System. As I have said before…

There Is a Fortune to
Be Made Online.
Most People Just Don’t
Know How.
If you have not yet joined the 1 Step System because you fear that you
will not make any money due to lack of marketing knowledge or strategy,
you need NOT worry any longer. That has all been taken care of for you,
and I can assure you, your ship just came in. You just need to hop
onboard and don’t delay any longer because…

You Won’t Find This
Opportunity Anywhere Else!
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Would YOU like to have the luxury of a limitless cash flow? This system
can provide you with just that. Do not let this opportunity pass you by,
or it may never present itself to you again!
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There Is FORTUNE
In Follow Up
The final technique I want to share with you is follow up. If you have
ever heard the term “The fortune is in the follow up…” you would be wise
to take this to heart as gospel truth. If you aren’t following up, you are
losing a TON of money. We will get into my very specific follow up
techniques here in a moment.
But first, I told you earlier that I would show you a way that you could
triple your exposure by simply running your own blog? Well, this is how
it works:
You set up your own free blog at www.Blogger.com. At your blog, you
include not only your link to 1 Step System, but ALSO your link to your
replica website that I am going to give you to serve your branded copy of
this eBook. This way, you are exposing your blog visitors to both your
1 Step System website AND your FREE branded eBook.
Using Submit Equalizer, you then submit ALL THREE URLs (your
1 Step System URL, your blog URL AND your replica website to my
FREE branded eBook.) Because your blog will have the most links
pointing to it, it is likely to receive the highest rank by the search
engines.
So, the bottom line is that when your blog is indexed by the search
engines, the free traffic that you receive will not only be exposed to your
blog and 1 Step System website, they will also be exposed to your
branded copy of this FREE eBook, and your blog visitors are very likely to
download the eBook even if they don’t visit your 1 Step System website.
This eBook is an extremely powerful tool for increasing
1 Step System sales conversion rate. Allow me to explain:

your

Not everyone who registers for the 37-minute FREE teleseminar is going
to sign up for the 1 Step System. We have already established that
there are people out there that will talk themselves out of any form of
success. However, you must keep in mind that many who DO get on the
call will want to join, but will be left with the question of “HOW.”
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Rod only has 37-minutes to present the business opportunity, and while it
is very simple (again, that’s why it’s called the 1 Step System!) it would
be impossible for him to answer all of the questions that may be critical
for one to make an educated decision to join. Further, not all people who
sign up for the call will actually make it on the call. Something comes up,
the time may be inconvenient or whatever the reason, they don’t always
make it on the call. This is where follow up becomes a critical element to
your success.
All of the leads that sign up for the teleseminar at your associate website
are YOURS. You are able to download them and do with them what you
wish. You SHOULD be sending each and every one of them a copy of
this FREE eBook with your links branded inside if they do not join your
team immediately following the call.
Each day, I send my prospects an email reminding them of the call, and I
provide them with a link to the recorded call so that they can listen at
their convenience if the call time does not work into their schedule. I
have significantly increased my conversion rate by doing so, as people
will often come back a week or two later and sign up!
To those of you who are directing their website visitors to a lead capture
page before they are routed to your 1 Step System website to build your
lists... send a copy of this FREE eBook with YOUR links branded inside!
You can provide it as a “thank you” for visiting your website. Trust me,
folks… nothing increases sales more than giving something free to your
list! They love you for it! Sending them this eBook will help to show
them what they are missing. You also need to understand that…

Auto-Responders Are Your FRIEND!
Once you have sent the eBook to your leads, you will absolutely want to
set up an auto-responder series to follow up with your prospects after
they have downloaded and read the eBook! Statistically, a potential
customer needs to see your ad an average of 7 – 12 times before they
are confident enough to make a purchase. Using an auto-responder
series to follow up with your leads can substantially increase your
conversion rate! MLM Power Marketing offers affordable monthly
subscriptions for their auto-responder services, and their affiliate program
pays five levels deep!
If you are not following up, you are missing sales and leaving a TON of
money on the table, period.
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Getting Started
The following is the step-by-step sign up process that you should follow
immediately and begin generating thousands of quality and eager-to-buy
visitors to your website or landing page for this eBook. Once this process
is complete you will be ready to share this eBook with others and explode
your 1 Step System business!

You will first need to complete the
sign-up process for each of the traffic
programs
that
pay
affiliate
commissions before you purchase the
rights to branding for the FREE eBook,
so please pay very close attention!
Okay, let’s get started.

Step One
Go to www.1StepSystem.com and click on the picture of Rod Stinson.
This will put you directly into the sign up page. Complete the sign up
process for the 1 Step System. Congratulations! You have just made
the most intelligent financial decision of your life.

Step Two
Once you have been activated in the 1 Step System, you will be
assigned an associate number. This number is your associate ID, and
also dictates what your 1 Step System associate referral URL to the
company’s website will be. You will need to have this number handy to
complete the branding process, so be sure to write it down.
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Your associate URL to the 1 Step System website will look like this:

http://XXXX.1StepSystem.com
(Your associate ID will replace the XXXX above.)

Step Three
You will need to sign up for and obtain affiliate links to the following
programs. You can do so by simply following each of the hyperlinks
below and following the sign up instructions at each of the merchant
websites. It is a simple and painless process, and will take just minutes to
complete the sign up for each:

Merchant
Your Guide to Google Profits
MySearchSite.Net
123Clicks.com
Traffic Swarm
All-Marketing.Net
Rent-A-List.com
Submit Equalizer

Adword Analyzer
Press Equalizer
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Feed-Blast
Hit Booster
Blog-Blast
MLM Power Marketing

Note: As you generate each of your affiliate links, you will want to copy
and paste them into a Word or Notepad document, as you will be placing
them in the brander very soon. I STRONGLY recommend that you copy
and paste your links into the brander as opposed to manually typing
them. This significantly reduces the likelihood of typographical error!

Step Four
Okay, now you need to get your branding rights so that we can place
your links inside your copy of this FREE eBook! This will allow you to pass
this FREE eBook along to anyone you choose and make a massive income
from multiple streams through your affiliate links! You don’t even need a
website of your own to make money with this system – I will provide you
with a web page to upload to your web space, or alternatively, you can
choose for me to host your new replicated website for you! The
product is already created for you – IT IS THIS FREE eBook, which you
can pass along to others and begin banking cash from your
1 Step System recruits and purchases made through YOUR affiliate
links!
You may go to www.1StepSystemSuccessSecrets.com to purchase
your branding rights to this FREE eBook now!
NOTE: In order to earn commissions from branding fees to my FREE
eBook, you will need to have an account with www.PayDotCom.com If
you don’t already have an account, follow the link now to sign up. It’s
fast, easy and FREE!
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If you wish for me to host your replicated web page for you, you may
click here now to sign up for monthly hosting.

Step Five
Now comes the fun part! You have signed up for each of the affiliate
programs, you have purchased your branding rights, and you have either
created your own web space or opted to have your new replicated web
page hosted in mine. Ready to brand?
My ingenious web programmer has created a mastermind program that
will allow you to place your affiliate links directly into this FREE eBook
with nearly NO effort at all! If you can click a few buttons, you will be in
business in nothing flat.
Once you are prepared with all of your affiliate links to each of the
affiliate
programs,
you
will
go
to
my
website
at
www.1StepSystemSuccessSecrets.com. There, you will click the link
at the top of the page that says “Login for Branding Rights.” Using the
SAME data that you created when you purchased branding rights (NOTE:
This program is CASE SENSITIVE!), you will login and see the following
page:
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If you see this page, you will know that you have successfully logged in.
If you experience trouble logging in, verify the unique login data you used
when you purchased branding rights, make certain you are entering the
data the exact same way, and try to login again.
Once you have reached the page shown above, read through the
instructions to the bottom of the page. Once there, you will see the
following:

Follow the “Click Here to Continue” link to the next page that asks if you
want to subscribe to ebook hosting:

If you want me to host your webpage select yes. Or, if you want to
manage all of your HTML and PDF files, arrange your own host, and
upload to your FTP server and URL then select no.
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If you click yes, you will be taken to a page where you select the length
of subscription you wish to begin with for your web hosting. You will then
need to proceed to the brander tool and enter your affiliate links.
When you see this page…

…you have successfully reached the brander tool!!!

Branding
STEP 1.
Enter your affiliate links in each of the boxes provided. You may type
them, but I recommend that you copy and paste them in each
corresponding box for accuracy. If you did not sign up for some of the
programs, leave the box for those programs blank!!
When you have finished entering all of your affiliate links in the
appropriate boxes, push the button to save your links!
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Do NOT skip this step! If you do not push this
button to save your links, your links will not be branded to the PDF and
you will have to re-enter them in order to brand your PDF!
Okay, now that you have saved your links, let’s move on to Step 2.
If I am going to host your site you may skip the next 3 steps. Continue
reading where it says, “STEP 2 IF I AM HOSTING YOUR EBOOK:”

STEP 2.
Once your links are entered and you have told the brander to save them,
you will see a button that says “Create Branded PDF Now. Click Here”.
Click this button to create your branded FREE eBook! When the tool
completes, you can save the PDF file and upload it to your server. I
strongly suggest that you have the file emailed to you to avoid browser
conflicts. You or your Webmaster can then build a webpage to promote
your PDF file. Or if you would prefer, as an added bonus, I will give you
an HTML file created for free, using the tool in step 3, which you would
then upload to your website.

You are now ready to move on to the third and final step to put you in
business! Ready?

STEP 3-a.
This is important, so pay very close attention! If you have your own
website and will be uploading your replicated web page that you create in
this step, you MUST enter the direct link to your PDF file at your website!
(If you do not have your own website you should have me manage your
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files.) You will need to tell the system the absolute URL of your PDF
eBook file where it will be placed on your server. “Absolute URL” means
you enter the entire URL, beginning with http:// instead of just www. It
would look something like this:
http://www.yoursite.com/yourlogin_texp.pdf

When you have entered the correct absolute URL of your PDF eBook file
located on your server, click the button, “Create HTML Page Now. Click
Here”.

(IMPORTANT NOTE: If this is all too confusing then click on the line that
reads, “I’m confused, will you manage my files for me?” This will take
you to the auto hosting option.
All of these steps will be done
automatically for you when you press one little button.)
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STEP 3-b.
Your screen will now show this after you scroll down, save that file as
your replicated HTML page.

Your data (PDF and web page) will be deleted from my server after only 1
hour, before which you must download them immediately and upload
them to your server. If you choose my hosting option, your files will not
be deleted. (You can do this now by clicking Need more time? From
within the brander tool.) Therefore, if you intend to place the PDF and
replica HTML page on your own web server, you should have both files
sent to you by email (options provided on my brander page) as they will
purge themselves from my web server after only 1 hour! If you do not
move your files within one hour, you will have to repeat the branding
process in order to access your branded PDF and replicated web page.
Now that you have both your PDF file and your HTML page you or your
Webmaster can upload these files to your website. You can then start
promoting your branded FREE eBook!
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(If I am hosting your Branded eBook continue reading here.)

STEP 2 IF I AM HOSTING YOUR EBOOK:

After you have entered all of your affiliate links and saved them, click the
button marked, “Click to Build”. You will find this button at the bottom of
the brander tool page. The rest is done for you automatically and you will
receive an email with your custom website address that you should begin
promoting immediately. That’s it!
With this option, one click does it all. You’re now in business!
ONE LAST NOTE: It is very important that you keep your subscription
current, or else if your website expires, visitors will see this:

If this occurs you will immediately receive an email warning you that
visitors cannot download your eBook and asking if you would like to
renew your hosting. Simply follow the directions in the email to have
your site back online as soon as your payment completes.
The email will look something like this:
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If you are wondering about your current subscription end date, it
always shows in the hosting brander tool, or when you are on the
“Add More Time” page.

Step Six
Once you have successfully completed the brander steps above you will
be ready to work this system on a daily basis, using all of the trafficking
resources provided within this eBook.
This system is designed to generate massive website traffic to your site
by harnessing the power packed features of each program, and working
them in a synergistic fashion with one another. This is not a get-richquick program that requires little or no effort from you! However,
if you work the system precisely the way I have outlined above, you will
create an explosive, viral internet trafficking campaign that can send your
income into orbit within a short amount of time!
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What you have before you is a RARE opportunity to create a limitless,
exponential income by simply giving away this FREE eBook just the
same way YOU received it!
There you have it, folks. Do what I do and you will get what I get. Start
sharing this eBook with other people TODAY, sit back, hold on, and watch
your income launch into orbit!
Happy Marketing!

☺

Stephanie L. Woolford-Bales
www.1StepSystemSuccessSecrets.com
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